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Date: July 14, 2014 

Date of meeting: June 26, 2014 

Location: Honeywell Room, 
Ottawa City Hall 

Purpose: Transit Design and 
Operations Workshop 

 

Project: O-Train Extension EA 

Project Number: 3414015-000 

Author: E. Sangster 

 
Attendees: Initial E-Mail 
Steven Boyle, City of Ottawa SB steven.boyle@ottawa.ca 

Alex Carr, City of Ottawa  AC alexander.carr@transpo.ottawa.on.ca 

Vivi Chi, City of Ottawa VC vivi.chi@ottawa.ca 

Dennis Gratton, City of Ottawa DG dennis.gratton@ottawa.ca 

Frank McKinney, City of Ottawa FM frank.mckinney@ottawa.ca 

Kornel Mucsi, City of Ottawa KM kornel.mucsi@ottawa.ca 

Pat Scrimgeour, City of Ottawa PSC pat.scrimgeour@ottawa.ca 

Colin Simpson, City of Ottawa CS colin.simpson@ottawa.ca 

Derek Washnuk, City of Ottawa DW derek.washnuk@transpo.ottawa.on.ca 

Yvon Larochelle, OMCIAA YL yvon.larochelle@ottawa-airport.ca 

Alex Stecky-Efantis, OMCIAA AS alexander.stecky-efantis@ottawa-airport.ca 

Paul Croft, Parsons Corporation PC paul.croft@parsons.com 

David Hopper, Parsons Corporation DH david.hopper@parsons.com 

Scott Bowers, MMM Group SB bowerss@mmm.ca 

Tim Dickinson, MMM Group  TD dickinsont@mmm.ca 

Paul Nimigon, MMM Group PN nimigonp@mmm.ca 

Emily Sangster, MMM Group  ES sangstere@mmm.ca 

Peter Steacy, MMM Group  PST steacyp@mmm.ca 

 
DISTRIBUTION:  All Attendees 

 
 

Item Details Action By 

1. Introductions 
CS and PST provided an introduction to the study team, objectives, process and rationale. 
 

 

2. Operational Considerations 
DH provided an overview of the existing OC Transpo network, which the O-Train extension will 
support. Transit network planning principles to be considered as part of this study include coverage, 
capacity, reliability, and legibility. Participants suggested that connectivity should be included in this 
list. 
 

 

 DH provided an overview of existing O-Train operations, including the timing and positioning 
constraints. This provided a basis for the discussion of several extension options: 
 
Extension to Bowesville: 
A six-train, single-track operation between Bayview and Bowesville would require all trains to be in 
their correct positions every 2.5 minutes. This operation would therefore be more fragile than the 
current operation, but could provide opportunities to provide service on a portion of the line if required. 
 
PSC noted that the O-Train is currently on time more than 99% of the time, but that the overall 
performance of the line is the product of the individual failure rates for each train. More trains therefore 
introduce a greater potential for delay. More double track at meeting points would reduce the potential 
for delay but cost more. As part of the current O-Train expansion, the City is improving its public 
messaging regarding delays at passing sidings. 
 

 

 Dual Service Overlay: 
This service would provide 8-minute service on the north part of the line, and 16-minute service to the 
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Airport and to Bowesville. Generally, 50% of riders wait to get on the correct train right away, and 50% 
choose to board the first train that arrives and transfer at the branch point.  
 
It is possible to send two trains to one branch for every train that serves the other branch, but this 
creates irregular scheduling gaps, lowering the perceived reliability and legibility of the service and 
producing uneven passenger loading. In this case, it would also result in headways of up to 27 
minutes. It would be best if the service could be at regular clock-face intervals, but this needs to be 
balanced with using train vehicle capacity as efficiently as possible. 
 

 Branch to Riverside South: 
Permits 8-minute service on all segments of the line, and reduces transfer requirements for Airport 
passengers. However, it introduces an additional transfer for the higher projected volume of 
passengers to/from Bowesville. 
 
Branch to the Airport: 
Also permits 8-minute service on all segments of the line and more effectively serves the higher 
passenger volumes to/from Bowesville. However, airport passengers may find it less convenient to 
make two transfers to travel downtown, especially with luggage. 
 
It is possible to operate different models at different times of day, depending on demand patterns. This 
will be examined as part of this study. For example, the main line could run to Bowesville at peak 
periods to serve commuters, to the Airport during the day to serve daytime travellers, and as a dual 
service overlay at off-peak times. 
 

 

 Two-Car Trains: 
PSC noted that a potential fourth option is two-car trains that uncouple at the branch point. This 
system is common in Europe and allows all trains to serve all destinations. However, it introduces 
more failure points due to the potential for technical problems during coupling/ uncoupling. This system 
also introduces the risk that passengers will get on the wrong car. Finally, it has higher capital and 
operating costs due to the need for more cars, a more complex control system, more operators, and 
longer platforms and passing sidings. It would be useful for this study to include a high-level analysis 
and comment for comparison. 
 
For all service models, there is no direct trip from Bowesville to the Airport, but this trip is not a design 
priority for this service. 
 
The operational model selected needs to be robust enough to recover quickly from incidents and 
delays. A simpler solution is preferable. The plan could include additional pocket tracks for emergency 
train storage. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
Team 

3. Environmental considerations: 
Under the most recent Greenbelt Master Plan, only a short section of the Bowesville branch near the 
curve will cross the Greenbelt. The NCC is interested in a wildlife and pathway crossing in that area. 
Greenbelt continuity is therefore a design priority, but the details and design measures have not yet 
been identified. 
 
Ecological field work is being carried out as part of this study to confirm potential natural environment 
considerations, impacts, and mitigation measures. The Greenbelt Natural Link and the Lester Wetland 
have been identified as major considerations.  
 
Areas of environmental contamination have been identified west of the Leitrim Park and Ride, and in 
an area of pre-1960 fill between Leitrim and Bowesville stations. An aggregate resource area is also 
present along the curve between Leitrim and Bowesville stations, and may present both design 
constraints and opportunities. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
Team 

4. Road Network Planning Considerations: 
The Airport runway expansion and associated Leitrim Road realignment are not part of the scope of 
this study, as neither is currently contemplated before 2040. The Study Team is aware of this 
timeframe and several potential constraints on the operating O-Train line. It will be considered to the 
extent possible with the available information. 
 

 
 
 
Study 
Team 

5. Technological Considerations: 
DMU vehicles are available that don’t require grade separations, which may permit an extension of the 
line into Riverside South. The reason light trains, which require grade separation, were originally 
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chosen for the O-Train was their lower energy consumption requirements during frequent acceleration 
and deceleration. Heavier trains that don’t require grade separation may not be feasible due to the 
current political climate, the planned headways, and the O-Train’s operating requirements as a federal 
railway. If level crossings are proposed, Transport Canada will likely require that these be designed to 
be as safe as grade separations. The availability of suitable DMU vehicles that can use level 
crossings, as well as the cost of level crossings compared to grade separations, also need to be 
analyzed and considered as part of this study. 
 

 
 
 
 
Study 
Team 

6. Airport Branch Considerations: 
AS explained that in 2006 plans, the Airport terminal was to expand to the north. A more recent study 
has recommended expanding the terminal to the east and then to the north, to maximize gating space. 
There is also limited room to expand the current Airport parking, so appropriate long-term parking 
capacity would need to be provided off-site, requiring shuttle services to the terminal. There is an 
opportunity to design the O-Train branch to provide this service. 
 
The Airport is also trying to acquire DND land south of Breadner Blvd, which may permit additional 
density near an O-Train stop serving the EY Centre. The Study Team will need to contact DND to 
confirm the 2031 projections for their remaining land. 
 
PSC noted that the Airport branch could use a different vehicle type than the main line, as it would 
need to accommodate fewer riders than the main line. A “people-mover” could have fewer design 
constraints impeding integration with the terminal, as well as a lower cost. However, a South Keys 
Station transfer point may be too far from the terminal for this system to operate effectively, which may 
preclude it; a closer transfer point at Lester Road is unfeasible due to the adjacent wetlands. This 
option may also be more difficult to convert to LRT. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
Team 

7. Study Scope: 
CS confirmed that the Do Nothing option does not need to be considered as part of this study, as 
considerable background studies identifying the need for an O-Train extension have already been 
completed. Similarly, the justification for adding individual stations will not be included in this study, as 
it has been determined as part of the TMP and individual CDPs where applicable.   
 
Finally, the connection between the O-Train and the Confederation Line, as well as the extension of 
the N-S rail line across the Prince of Wales Bridge, is also outside the scope of the current study. 
 

 

8. Study Outcomes: 
CS confirmed that the required outcome of this study is a defined alignment and cost estimate for each 
branch, to ensure the project is technically and financially feasible within the $99M budget envelope. 
The study must provide enough information for Council to make a decision on whether to build.  
 
TD also noted that the study can make recommendations regarding items that fall under the City’s 
capital budget and for which it is not seeking approval, such as improved pedestrian facilities adjacent 
to stations. 
 
PST confirmed that a cost-benefit analysis would not be undertaken for the Airport branch, only for the 
Bowesville line. The estimated cost for the Airport branch would need to be feasible for the Airport. AS 
noted that the Airport would like to be in a position to support a future City request for federal and 
provincial funding. It was also noted that any decision to include the Airport link in a future funding 
request will be a political decision made by Council. 
 

 

 Overall, as the Study Team identifies rail design and land use tradeoffs, the choice between options 
will become clearer. It was noted that the Airport and the City’s Rail, Transit Operations, and Land Use 
Planning departments will have a particular role to play in identifying constraints. The Study Team will 
arrange focused meetings with representatives from these groups. Transit Services will provide 
existing ridership numbers to inform the analysis. 
 

Study 
Team 
 
Transit 
Services 

9. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on operational options, constraints, and 
evaluation criteria 

 Study Team to continue analysis of operational and design requirements and comparative 
analysis of airport transit services 
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Date: July 15, 2014 

Date of meeting: July 10, 2014 

Location: Honeywell Room, 
Ottawa City Hall 

Purpose: Agency Consultation 
Group Meeting #1 

 

Project: O-Train Extension EA 

Project Number: 3414015-000 

Author: E. Sangster 

 
Attendees: Initial E-Mail 
Eva Katic, NCC EK eva.katic@ncc-ccn.ca 

Rob Caldwell, NRC RC robert.caldwell@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 

Chris Day, NRC CD chris.day@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 

Nick Haas, NRC NH nick.haas@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 

Donald LeBlanc, NRC DL don.leblanc@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 

Mike Wallace, NRC MW michael.wallace@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 

Lyne Carisse, PWGSC LC lyne.carisse@pwgsc.gc.ca 

Scott Manning, PWGSC SM scott.manning@pwgsc.gc.ca 

Dhilan Gunasekara, RVCA DG dhilan.gunasekara@rvca.ca 

Mathieu Leblanc, South Nation Conservation ML mleblanc@nation.on.ca 

Cary Campbell, Transport Canada CC cary.campbell@tc.gc.ca 

Sandeep Lehal, Transport Canada SL sandeep.lehal@tc.gc.ca 

Leo Donati, Transportation Safety Board LD leo.donati@tsb-bst.gc.ca 

Alex Carr, OC Transpo  AC alexander.carr@transpo.ottawa.on.ca 

Dennis Gratton, City of Ottawa DG dennis.gratton@ottawa.ca 

Kosta Karadakis, City of Ottawa KK kostas.karadakis@ottawa.ca 

Cathlyn Kaufman, City of Ottawa CK cathlyn.kaufman@ottawa.ca 

Amy MacPherson, City of Ottawa AM amy.macpherson@ottawa.ca 

Rodney Pitchers, City of Ottawa RP rodney.pitchers@ottawa.ca 

Jillian Savage, City of Ottawa JS jillian.savage@ottawa.ca 

Ann Selfe, City of Ottawa AS ann.selfe@ottawa.ca 

Colin Simpson, City of Ottawa CS colin.simpson@ottawa.ca 

Charles Warnock, City of Ottawa CW charles.warnock@ottawa.ca 

Sean Tracey, Ottawa Fire Services ST sean.tracey@ottawa.ca 

Brent Winchcombe, Ottawa Paramedic Services BW brent.winchcombe@ottawa.ca 

Michael Crockatt, OMCIAA MC michael.crockatt@ottawa-airport.ca 

Alex Stecky-Efantis, OMCIAA AS alexander.stecky-efantis@ottawa-airport.ca 

David Hopper, Parsons Corporation DH david.hopper@parsons.com 

Tim Dickinson, MMM Group  TD dickinsont@mmm.ca 

Emily Sangster, MMM Group  ES sangstere@mmm.ca 

Peter Steacy, MMM Group  PS steacyp@mmm.ca 

 
DISTRIBUTION:  All Attendees 

 
 

Item Details Action By 

1. Introductions and Presentation 
CS introduced the study team and led an introduction of all participants.  
 
PS and ES provided an introduction to the study context, objectives and process. 
 
DH provided an overview of the existing O-Train operation, several potential options for the 
extension, and major airport ridership considerations. 
 
TD gave an overview of the existing approvals and current planning context for new stations 
along the main O-Train line. He noted that there would likely be a different set of evaluation 
criteria for operational models (to both Bowesville and the Airport) and station design. 
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2. Discussion 
Study Scope: 
The current study is considering whether the Walkley Yard is still a viable facility for increased 
O-Train volumes and operations, or whether an extended O-Train should use the Bowesville 
Yard site previously identified as part of the N-S LRT EA. A previously identified yard site 
between Walkley and Bowesville is no longer being considered. 
 
The current study is not considering a potential extension north to Gatineau. However, it must 
confirm that there is no need for a passing siding north of Bayview Station for the eventual LRT 
and ensure the recommended plan does not preclude an extension to Gatineau. 
 

 

 Impacts on Existing Stations: 
It was noted that although there is no need to widen the existing trench to twin the track at 
Gladstone, the geometry at that location may preclude placing the station in the location 
identified in the CDP. The study team will need to check this more closely. 
 
SM asked whether this study would contemplate changes to existing stations. Specifically, could 
Confederation Station be relocated to the north side of Heron Road, to encourage the 
conversion of PWGSC’s Confederation Heights land to a more urban configuration with smaller 
blocks? PWGSC has developed a concept plan for this conversion that currently has no formal 
status, and would be willing to provide this to the study team and work with the City in this area. 
PS noted that changes to Confederation Station are not currently part of the scope of work for 
the project but could be discussed with the City. It was also noted that the Confederation 
Heights Secondary Plan identified the Canada Post building as a focal point and should be 
considered in the discussion. 
 

 
Study Team to 
confirm feasibility 
of station 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study Team to 
meet with 
PWGSC 

 Airport Link: 
The City’s budget for the project is $99M for the Bowesville extension only. Council also directed 
the study team to look at the Airport link requirements and costs. With that information, Council 
will decide in 2015 whether the Airport link will be part of the Stage 2 transit plan and associated 
funding request. If council agrees to include it in the request, the target would be to have the 
Airport link operational by 2023. 
 
The value engineering for the Airport link was initially geared to potential ridership and cost, but 
the evaluation to be done as part of this study will be broader and will include factors such as 
Capital Arrival routes, transit-oriented development (TOD) potential, etc. It was noted that the 
EY Centre has created new travel demand in that area that is not centred on the Airport. 
 
EK and MC noted that the Capital Arrival experience is an important consideration in the 
planning of the Airport link and should be included in the evaluation criteria. MC and AS added 
that by facilitating travel to and from the downtown core and the broader transit network, 
reducing landside travel costs and delays, offering opportunities for passenger services (e.g., 
check-in) en route to the Airport, and providing enhanced connectivity for local residents to 
identified employment areas on Airport lands, an appropriately designed Airport link is expected 
to result in positive tourism, business, and economic development impacts. These impacts 
should also be considered in the analysis. DH agreed that all these factors should be included, 
and that the specific evaluation criteria to be used would be determined in consultation with 
stakeholders. 
 
An analysis comparing the Ottawa Airport with other airports and cities of similar size, role and 
configuration will help the study team learn what factors influence the success of an Airport link 
in Ottawa. San Francisco International Airport has among the highest transit mode shares 
(23%), but rail makes up only 7-8% of the total, with bus routes and scheduled public shuttle 
services making up the rest. Although they have more direct rail access, airports in Minneapolis 
(a similar-sized city) and Washington, D.C. (a national capital) may be good comparisons. 
Vancouver International Airport, although larger and busier than Ottawa’s, is also connected by 
a branch line like the one this study is examining. 
 
Ridership on an Airport link could also be supported by a change in federal government travel 
policy to make airport taxi expenses in Ottawa ineligible for reimbursement. 
 

 

 Connection to NRC-CSTT Facility: 
NRC representatives asked what will happen to the existing heavy rail connection to NRC after 
conversion of the N-S line to LRT. PS noted that the N-S LRT EA included a third track 
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connected directly to the Walkley Yard in order to maintain service to the NRC facility. The 
current study must ensure access to NRC is maintained, but the physical infrastructure required 
has not yet been determined. A bypass track may be needed at South Keys. The ultimate 
service technology for the N-S corridor and Airport link will be LRT, but not necessarily twin 
track into the Airport terminal. Train technology other than diesel multiple unit (DMU) or LRT is 
not being considered as part of this study. 
 
The frequency of rail deliveries to NRC varies depending on the facility’s clients, but is usually 6-
10 deliveries per year, mainly during the summer. Deliveries currently take place very early in 
the morning, before the O-Train begins operations. The NRC has also used portions of the main 
rail corridor for testing, but this is very project-specific. 
 

 Bowesville Park and Ride: 
CK asked whether the study would propose amendments to the Official Plan to account for the 
potential for urban development around Bowesville Station, which is currently located in an area 
designated General Rural. TD noted that Bowesville Station was identified at the same time as, 
and with regard to, the Riverside South CDP. In addition, the Airport has an interest in 
developing the surrounding lands. Although further discussion is required in order to reconcile 
the City’s and the Airport’s land use plans near Bowesville, the general station location has 
been agreed upon for a while. AS noted that the Airport has confirmed that servicing capacity is 
available in an existing 600mm watermain extending south along Bowesville Road. 
 
EK asked that the study consider how well the O-Train extension connects to people, rather 
than cars. Sustainability and the potential for Smart Growth should be part of the evaluation 
criteria. PS noted that City practice is to provide Park and Ride facilities at the end of major 
transit lines. Some form of Park and Ride is therefore appropriate at Bowesville, especially 
since the Transitway extension into Riverside South is not part of the affordable network, and 
users from fast-growing southern communities will require a variety of options for accessing the 
Transitway. However, this Park and Ride will probably not be as large as previously planned. In 
addition, there is potential for the Park and Ride lot to be repurposed into TOD in the future. 
 

 

 Information sharing and coordination with other planning initiatives: 
CS confirmed that the study team has access to existing information and natural heritage 
designations for the study corridor and is consulting with the City’s Natural Systems planners 
and the NCC in this regard. 
 
The study team is aware that Leitrim Road is to be realigned to accommodate an Airport runway 
expansion, likely between 2040 and 2050. As the probable alignment will fall within the 
Greenbelt, this study needs to consider how Greenbelt connectivity could be maintained in this 
area. This study is not seeking approval for anything related to the Leitrim realignment, but 
should not preclude good future planning. 
 

 

3. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on potential constraints and evaluation 
criteria 

 Study team to develop evaluation criteria and circulate a list for comment within 6-8 
weeks 

 Study Team to continue analysis of operational and design requirements and 
comparative analysis of airport transit services 

 Next ACG meeting will focus on the recommended operational strategy and the 
infrastructure alternatives to provide that service 
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Date: December 23, 2014 

Date of meeting: December 9, 2014 

Location: Councillors’ Lounge, 
Ottawa City Hall 

Purpose: Agency Consultation 
Group Meeting #2 

 

Project: O-Train Extension EA 

Project Number: 3414015-000 

Author: E. Sangster 

 
Attendees: Initial E-Mail 
David McClure, DND DMc david.mcclure@forces.gc.ca 

Lyne Carisse, PWGSC – DND portfolio LC lyne.carisse@pwgsc.gc.ca 

Vance Bedore, PWGSC VB vance.bedore@pwgsc.gc.ca 

Mathieu Leblanc, South Nation Conservation ML mleblanc@nation.on.ca 

David Jeanes, Transport Action Canada DJ david@jeanes.ca 

Alex Carr, OC Transpo  AC alexander.carr@transpo.ottawa.on.ca 

Brian Steen, OC Transpo – Capital Rail BS brian.steen@transpo.ottawa.on.ca 

Derek Washnuk, OC Transpo DW derek.washnuk@transpo.ottawa.on.ca 

Michael Boughton, City of Ottawa MB michael.boughton@ottawa.ca 

Dennis Gratton, City of Ottawa DG dennis.gratton@ottawa.ca 

Kosta Karadakis, City of Ottawa KK kostas.karadakis@ottawa.ca 

Cathlyn Kaufman, City of Ottawa CK cathlyn.kaufman@ottawa.ca 

Joe Lavictoire, City of Ottawa JL joe.lavictoire@ottawa.ca 

Amy MacPherson, City of Ottawa AM amy.macpherson@ottawa.ca 

Frank McKinney, City of Ottawa FM frank.mckinney@ottawa.ca 

Don Morse, City of Ottawa DM donald.morse@ottawa.ca 

Kornel Mucsi, City of Ottawa KM kornel.mucsi@ottawa.ca 

Colin Simpson, City of Ottawa CS colin.simpson@ottawa.ca 

Nick Stow, City of Ottawa  NS nick.stow@ottawa.ca 

Jacek Taracha, City of Ottawa JT jacek.taracha@ottawa.ca 

Jack Zhao, City of Ottawa  JZ jackq.zhao@ottawa.ca 

Alex Stecky-Efantis, OMCIAA AS alexander.stecky-efantis@ottawa-airport.ca 

David Hopper, Parsons Corporation DH david.hopper@parsons.com 

Emily Sangster, MMM Group  ES sangstere@mmm.ca 

Peter Steacy, MMM Group  PS steacyp@mmm.ca 

 
DISTRIBUTION:  All ACG members; Paul Croft (Parsons Corporation); Tim Dickinson (MMM Group) 

 
 

Item Details Action By 

1. Introduction  

CS led an introduction of all participants and explained that the purpose of the meeting was to provide 
an overview and update of the preliminary evaluation of alternatives for the study. 
 
PS provided a review and update of the study scope. He noted that options for relocating 
Confederation Station have been added to the study as a result of interest from PWGSC, and that the 
study includes an evaluation of the best location for the O-Train fleet maintenance and storage facility 
(MSF) (either by expanding the existing Walkley Yard or a constructing a new facility on a site near 
Bowesville Road). 
 
FM asked why stations were being added at Walkley and South Keys, as this seems to detract from the 
goal of providing a high-speed service. PS replied that these stations were identified to provide 
connections to local transit routes. In addition, South Keys will likely be a transfer point between main 
North-South and Airport branch lines, and is expected to develop into a more significant TOD node 
over time. DJ added that it is appropriate to consider the ridership generated at each station, as the 
project will serve not only Riverside South but other points along the line. South Keys has a larger 
catchment area than Greenboro, for example. 
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CS noted that the main line is part of the City’s Stage 2 LRT plan, and that the TMP identifies 
construction of the Airport Link beyond 2031. 
 

2. Presentation and Discussion of Design Alternatives and Preliminary Preferred Options 

PS noted that in all options to be presented, the platform configuration (centre or side) and the tower 
configuration (number of elevators or stairwells) are design considerations which will be determined 
during functional design. All stations will be planned for 60-metre platforms to accommodate eventual 
expansion and LRT conversion, but the Alstom LINT O-Train vehicles do not require that length in the 
near term. 
 

 

 Gladstone 
PS noted that affordability was an important consideration in determining the preferred alternative for 
this station, and that the location of the recently constructed track switch and passing siding north of the 
station platform will influence the design of the station. Pedestrian access across Gladstone would be 
provided at grade in the near term, but there may be potential for an undercrossing in the long term. 
Option 1 (north of Gladstone) is preferred as it provides good access but is also easiest to construct in 
the near term. It defers replacement of the Gladstone bridge and widening of the trench until the line 
needs to be twin-tracked, and the station is expected to fit in the existing trench width. 
DJ noted that ridership numbers may be increased south of Gladstone by redevelopment on the 
CANMET site, but also by new development north of the station as well. The full ridership catchment 
areas must be considered when evaluating station options. 
 

 

 Confederation 
PS indicated that Option 2 (north of Heron) is preferred, as is provides the best balance between 
access to surrounding land uses and future redevelopment potential with access to rapid transit along 
Heron Road. 
 
VB asked whether obtaining EA approval for Option 2 would allow for flexibility to move the station 
further north to integrate with subsequent redevelopment, or if new approval would be required in that 
case. PWGSC is seeking flexibility for future development options. 
PS replied that the purpose of the EA is to protect property and ensure all potential issues of provincial 
importance are identified and resolved for the area in question. The approved EA will provide flexibility 
to move the station within an identified range, with design details to be worked out at a later stage of 
implementation. 
 
KM asked whether elevators would be needed for Option 1, as they are not shown. 
PS replied that the current grades in the area will likely permit at-grade pathway access to Option 1 
from Heron and surrounding lands. Changes to future land uses near this station could change the 
requirements for station access. 
 
DJ noted that the catchment area for this station currently includes Canada Post and the residential 
area south of Brookfield Road. Option 2 would continue to provide access for these land uses, while 
Option 1 may be too far. 
 

 

 Walkley 
PS indicated that Option 3 (south of and adjacent to Walkley Road) is preferred as it provides the best 
balance between access to surrounding land uses with access to local transit routes along Walkley 
Road. 
 
KM asked if AODA requires elevators at both ends of the platform, which Option 3 does not provide. 
PS noted that Option 3 would meet the requirements as it can provide at-grade access at the other end 
of the platform. All station platforms will have two points of access. 
 

 

 South Keys 
PS noted that the design in this location must allow for a separate freight track over the long term 
(freight may use the O-Train track in the short term) and for an Airport branch line transfer/terminus 
point. Option 3 (south of existing pedestrian underpass) is preferred as it minimizes impacts on the 
adjacent constructed wetland and associated pathways. It will also be simpler to build, and is consistent 
with the approved N-S LRT EA. 
DJ asked whether this station provides a pathway connection to the new Airport Parkway pedestrian 
bridge. PS and ES confirmed that it does, using the existing pedestrian underpass and city pathways 
through the constructed wetland. 
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 Lester Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the Recommended Plan must ensure no net loss of wetland function, so the study 
will seek to minimize impacts to the adjacent Lester Provincially Significant Wetland (PSW). The design 
of Option 1 (O-Train/LRT and freight tracks along with MUP over road) must use 2% approach grades 
in accordance with freight rail design criteria. Option 2 (freight at grade, O-Train/MUP over road) may 
permit transit vehicle grades of up to 4%. Increasing the grades will permit shorter approach 
embankments, reducing costs and wetland impacts, and the study team is therefore discussing 
appropriate grades with the City. Option 3 (road over rail) results in the greatest impacts to the PSW as 
well as to the Airport SWM pond located in the southwest quadrant of the crossing. Option 2 is 
preferred as it minimizes wetland impacts. As the study moves forward, the study team will examine 
ways to reduce the impact from what is shown. 
 
JZ noted that structure options for Option 2 could include a multiple-span bridge.  
PS and DH added that a viaduct may also be considered, if the City would consider allowing direct 
fixation (DF) of rail to the structure. It was noted that by the time the O-Train extension is built, the City 
would have experience with DF as it is included in the Confederation Line. They asked if the City would 
consider this possibility during the functional design stage of the project. 
JS replied that the City will consider it, but pointed out that placing ballast on overpass structures is not 
a significant additional load. 
 

 

 Leitrim Road Grade Separation 
PS indicated that Option 2 (road over rail) is preferred as it reduces the long-term throwaway costs of 
complying with runway clearance requirements as outlined in the Airport Zoning Regulations (AZR). To 
mitigate access impacts to Leitrim Road properties caused by the road embankment, rear access can 
be provided using the existing Park and Ride access. Although the immediate vicinity of the crossing is 
not a PSW, a below-grade option is still not viable due to the high water table. It may be possible to 
lower the rail slightly (~1 m max) if required, to comply with AZR. 
DJ noted that the evaluation should recognize that there may be extra fuel costs and train wear and 
tear associated with rail-over options. Additional fuel consumption may also have environmental 
implications. 
 
Leitrim Station 
PS showed the proposed configuration, including pathway access along the east side of the corridor. 
 

 

 Bowesville Station 
PS indicated that Option 1 (east of Bowesville) is preferred as it reduces the length of the extension 
while providing comparable accessibility to Riverside South and reducing land-use, transportation 
network and ecological impacts. 
AS noted that BRRT and the N-S LRT EA never contemplated crossing Bowesville Road, as these 
incorporated at-grade crossings. 
There was discussion about the ecological significance of the pond situated on the proposed Park and 
Ride site west of Bowesville. ES was to review records and send an update to NS, AM and AS. 
FM noted that the Park and Ride design and costing must include both vehicular and bus transit road 
access from Bowesville Road to the Park and Ride. PS confirmed that it would. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ES 

 Spratt Station 
PS noted that the City has an approved plan to extend twin-track electric LRT into Riverside South. A 
station at Spratt Road could be a phasing option, but is not recommended at this time as it is unlikely to 
attract additional riders to justify the increased cost. 
 

 

 Ecological/Pathway Crossing 
PS explained that the NCC has requested a crossing in the Greenbelt Natural Link area that can 
accommodate deer and the occasional moose. There is the opportunity to use this eco-crossing for a 
pathway crossing to connect the NCC’s proposed pathway, Osgoode Trail pathway and City pathway 
networks in this area. It is likely to be an under-crossing, but the study team will work with the 
topography in the area to best fit a proposed design. 
 

 

 Airport Link Alignments 
DH reviewed the options and identified Option 4 (tight to EY Centre) as the preferred option because it 
maximizes opportunities to serve the EY Centre/adjacent lands and integrate with a future 
reconfiguration of the Airport Parkway, while minimizing ecological impacts. Option 5 (Airport Loop) 
would result in a 5- to 8-minute time penalty for passengers travelling to/from Riverside South.  
DJ asked how these alignments would interact with an additional passing track. 
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DH replied that the passing track would likely be closer to uplands and will be determined in the next 
stage of this study. 
DJ noted that providing a terminal station at the Airport is a better option than a through station (as in 
Option 5) as it will have a longer dwell time which is advantageous for passengers loading luggage. 
 
JZ asked whether the footprints of the Airport Parkway and Uplands grade separations would overlap, 
potentially requiring elevation of the whole line in this area. DH replied that this was possible. The EY 
Centre station is anticipated to be one level above the road. 
 
NS noted that the ground in that location is quite soft, so considerable fill may be required. 
 

 Terminal Station Options 
DH identified Option 1 (elevated terminal station) as the preferred option as it increases the visibility 
and convenience of transit thereby enhancing the Capital Arrival Experience as espoused by the NCC, 
and is most compatible with the Airport road network and future terminal expansion plans. 
 

 

 Operating Model 
DH identified Option 4 (mix of dual service overlay, Airport branch and Bowesville branch) service as 
the preferred option, as it provides the greatest service flexibility. It will be important to make the 
operating model and signage as predictable as possible for occasional users.  
PS emphasized that the current study is not seeking EA approval for an operating model; a preferred 
operating model is being identified to ensure the EA-approved plan incorporates the necessary 
infrastructure, including stations, grade separations and passing sidings to not preclude options for 
operating models. 
DJ preferred a model with flexibility, as 16-minute service to the Airport is not bad, but EY Centre 
events may require more service. 
 
DM asked what the O-Train’s right-of-way requirements would be. 
PS replied that these will be documented through the study but will be kept within the existing ROW 
wherever possible. 
 
FM asked that pathway connections be shown at the Public Open House. 
 

 

3. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on preliminary evaluation of alternatives 

 Study team to refine and finalize evaluation in light of feedback received 

 Public Open House presenting preliminary Recommended Plan Jan 13 and 15, 2015 

 Third and final ACG meeting March 2015 
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1. Introduction  

CS led an introduction of all participants and explained that the purpose of the meeting was to present 
the preliminary functional design for this study. 
 

 

2. Presentation and Discussion of Functional Design 

PS provided an overview of the project progress to date and outlined the major considerations that 
influenced the development of the functional design of the Recommended plan. Two issues of note that 
emerged during on-going consultations with Capital Rail and OC Transpo were highlighted. First, 
operational modeling was to be carried out based on an expected 10-minute service frequency using a 
design capacity of 260 passengers per vehicle. When combined with new ridership projections 
prepared by the City for the 2031 planning horizon, identified capacity constraints led to the need to 
design the system to operate using 2-car trains from the outset resulting in stations requiring 70-metre 
passenger platforms. Secondly, a desire expressed by OC Transpo for a consistent passenger 
experience throughout the City’s rail transit network led to the incorporation of station functional 
spaces, including provision of fare-paid zones, architectural designs and other amenities consistent 
with those being constructed for the Confederation Line project. 
 

 

 Gladstone 
PS described the key elements of this station design, discussing its configuration and architectural 
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features. It will be a grade-separated side-platform station located north of Gladstone, with flexibility to 
integrate the final location with the proposed pedestrian plaza identified in the Gladstone Station District 
CDP and future development. As the existing passing sidings to the north will be extended through this 
station to provide 10-minute service frequencies, both platforms will be required from Day 1. The use of 
side platforms is consistent with the plan identified in the 2006 N-S Corridor LRT EA plan as it does not 
require replacement of the Gladstone overpass. A minimal amount of rock cut to widen the corridor will 
be required, however no additional property is needed as the station sits entirely within existing City 
land. This station will include connections to existing and proposed MUPs. The glazed canopy shown 
over the tracks is optional but provides architectural consistency with the Confederation Line as 
directed by the City. 
 
This station and the other grade-separated stations are considered open-air (not underground) stations. 
 

 Confederation 
PS explained that this station is situated on the north side of Heron Road and will be architecturally and 
functionally similar to Gladstone Station, although with a single track passing through only one side 
platform will be needed. The existing Heron Road overpass will remain, as it will not need to be 
replaced or twinned until the line is converted to twin-track ELRT.  
 
The EPR for this study will show the outline of the full station build-out in order to obtain EA approval 
for the ultimate configuration, as it is in a different location than the one approved under the N-S LRT 
EA. PWGSC will also be involved in determining the ultimate location and design.  
 

 

 Walkley 
PS explained that this station is situated on the south side of Walkley Road and will be architecturally 
and functionally similar to Confederation Station. Utilizing the existing track, it will include one side 
platform. The second platform and a new Walkley Road overpass will be built when the line is 
converted to twin-track ELRT. Again, the EPR will include the outline of the full build-out of this station 
in order to obtain EA approval for the ultimate configuration, as it is in a different location than the one 
approved under the N-S LRT EA.  
 
It was also noted that there will be flexibility to work with the adjacent landowner to explore 
opportunities to integrate the station effectively with the existing and future development. 
 

 

 South Keys 
PS described how this station will at times serve as the terminus of a branch-line service connection to 
the Airport and how that influenced its design. Accordingly, it has been configured with a centre-
platform station with two tracks passing through on either side. A third pocket track has been located to 
the north of the station for short-turn operations. Southbound passengers will always use the west side 
tracks, while northbound passengers will always use the east side tracks, regardless of whether their 
origin/destination is Bowesville or the Airport. The centre platform also permits direct transfers between 
the Airport Link and main line. The station is accessed via an entranceway situated on the north side of 
an extension to the existing pedestrian underpass, leading up to the upper-level platform. 
 
JZ asked that the Sawmill Creek pathway be shown on the section drawings for scale, and asked how 
far the pedestrian underpass would be extended. PS replied that the ultimate extension would be 
approximately 20 metres, but this may be phased depending on the project implementation strategy. 
 

 

 Hunt Club MUP Crossing 
PS explained that the current crossing involves a significant detour to the nearest pedestrian signal on 
Hunt Club, and in response to feedback the study team has designed a grade-separated crossing. This 
will be accessed from the Sawmill Creek Pathway via a new underpass south of South Keys Station, 
which leads out onto a MUP connection to a new prefabricated steel truss bridge immediately east of 
the existing rail bridge. On the south side of Hunt Club Road a continuous MUP is located along the 
east side of the rail corridor extending southerly to Bowesville Station. When additional bridges are built 
in that location to accommodate the future twin-track electric LRT conversion, this bridge can be 
relocated further east. 
 

 

 Lester Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the preferred design concept for this crossing included an at-grade freight crossing of 
a four-lane divided Lester Road, with the Trillium Line crossing the road on a two-span structure. 
During functional design, it was determined that costly retaining walls would be required for this option, 
and that it had been revealed through the Lester Road Widening EA that the road would likely remain 
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undivided after widening. It is therefore more feasible in the near term to build a single grade-separated 
span to accommodate both the Trillium Line and freight movements to the NRC-CSTT. To minimize 
construction impacts, the abutments for this span and the future twin-track span will be built at the 
same time. To minimize wetland impacts, smaller retaining walls will be used to keep the embankment 
footprint entirely within the existing right-of-way. When the line is converted to twin-track electric LRT, a 
second, lighter LRT bridge will be installed on the second abutment. 
 
This option provides several options for freight access after the twin-track electric LRT conversion. The 
freight crossing could be provided at grade, on a separate freight structure, or on the existing bridge if 
suitable agreement can be negotiated between the NRC, the City and the constructor/maintainer of the 
line to accommodate this movement. 
 
A MUP crossing will be provided on a prefab steel bridge east of the rail crossing, initially using the 
abutment identified for the future second rail span. This crossing can be moved further east when the 
line is converted to twin-track electric LRT. The plan incorporates a connection from the continuous 
North-South MUP to a proposed pathway along the north side of Lester Road. 
 
JZ and FM noted that the EA should include a design that incorporates a pier, as it is possible to 
remove a pier from an EA-approved design, but may require additional EA approval to add it later on. 
PS confirmed that the study team has produced drawings involving a centre pier and will incorporate 
them into the EA as an optional form of the crossing. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Study 
team 

 Leitrim Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the road will cross over the rail in this location, resulting in embankment footprint 
impacts on Airport and NCC lands. As this structure is likely to be temporary due to future Airport 
expansion requiring the realignment of Leitrim Road, temporary easements (rather than acquisitions) 
may be pursued for these lands, and the structure itself will accommodate a 2-lane undivided roadway. 
 
Five properties in the southeast quadrant will also be affected, and the study team has met with each 
owner to inform them of the project and its implications. A new road connection can be provided on City 
land behind the properties, off Gilligan Road, providing direct access to three of the properties. One 
additional landowner will likely wish to sell, while the remaining owner would like to maintain his 
business and will require assistance negotiating access rights through an adjacent property. The City 
will work with these owners as the project progresses to resolve these issues. 
 
CK noted that the EA should address impacts on servicing, such as the water and natural gas mains 
under Leitrim Road, and identify mitigation measures. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Study 
team 

 Leitrim Station 
PS explained that this station incorporates a shared bus-rail platform and an additional bus-only 
platform, all within a fare-paid zone. It is designed to be architecturally appropriate for a rural context, 
with an at-grade covered crossing of bus lanes and prefab shelters on all platforms. The existing Park 
and Ride will be expanded to 400 spaces in the near term (900 in the long term) and is presumed to 
remain in service after Leitrim Road is realigned. 
 

 

 Ecological / Pathway Crossing 
PS explained that through consultation, the NCC indicated a need to maintain wildlife connectivity 
within the Greenbelt. Situated on the curve where the main line heads towards the west, the design of 
the ecological crossing structure takes advantage of the topography in the area and has an openness 
ratio sufficient to attract larger wildlife such as deer and potentially moose. It also accommodates 
pathway links between the Trillium Line MUP and Osgoode Trail on the east side of the rail line to 
proposed NCC pathways on the north/west side. 
 

 

 Bowesville Station 
PS explained that this station has a similar look and feel to Leitrim Station, including a similar platform 
configuration and fare-paid zone. However, it will include a more substantial station pavilion to 
accommodate passenger washrooms required under the Ontario Building Code. The pavilion will also 
include rail operator rest facilities. The site will be serviced using the Bowesville watermain and a septic 
or tank system. 
 
CK asked for details on proposed stormwater management for the site, and suggested it use 
naturalized approaches such as swales and ponds, as was done at the EY Centre, if possible. PS 
confirmed that SWM would be included in the final plan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Study 
team 
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CK suggested that the study team meet with ARAC and local councillors to ensure they are aware of 
the plans for stations in the rural area. CS confirmed that the relevant ward councillors are being kept 
informed of the project as it progresses. 
 

 
 

Study 
team 

 Airport Link Alignment 
DH explained that the recommended alignment has been modified from the previously preferred option 
to maximize the potential development parcels on Airport lands. The Airport Link will diverge from the 
main line north of the existing rail bed, rise up to cross over the Airport Parkway, remain elevated to 
cross Uplands Drive, and return to grade as it enters the Airport. Approximately 500 metres from the 
terminal, depending on the degree to which internal Airport roads are reconfigured, it will begin to climb 
on a viaduct to the Terminal station at the top level of the parking garage. 
 
Following the future widening and realignment of the Airport Parkway, a MUP will extend east from 
Uplands Drive on the south side of the rail alignment and loop south towards Lester Road after it 
crosses the Airport Parkway on the rail overpass. It will also extend west from Uplands Drive to 
terminate at internal Airport roads in advance of the terminal. 
 

 

 Uplands Station 
DH explained that this station will be set back from Uplands Drive to permit a bus loop and EY Centre 
connection. The whole station platform will be elevated on a structure, rather than an embankment, to 
prevent differential settling. The station will also include a large interior area to handle EY Centre event 
traffic. Although a 2-platform design is shown, only one platform may be required if the passing siding 
along the Airport Link does not need to pass through this station. Further work is required to identify the 
passing siding location. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Study 
team 

 Uplands Grade Separation 
DH explained that the rail will cross over Uplands Drive, and will remain a single track between the 
passing siding and the terminal, even after LRT conversion. The MUP crossing of Uplands Drive will 
likely be at grade to provide connections to Uplands and Lester Road, and because a structure may not 
be justified by the number of users in this area. This will be re-evaluated as part of a separate pathway 
study in progress for all Stage 2 projects. If a grade-separated crossing is required, numerous design 
options are possible, including cantilevering the MUP crossing off the rail bridge. 
 

 

 Terminal Station 
DH explained that this station consists of a single platform at the top level of the parking garage, taking 
advantage of the existing internal circulation to provide access to the terminal. It places transit in a 
visible and convenient location. As this station is in an exposed location, it includes a double roof for 
weather protection.  
 

 

 Walkley Yard 
PS explained that the most economical maintenance and storage option is to expand Walkley Yard to 
accommodate 18 LINT vehicles, and to defer the construction of Bowesville Yard until LRT conversion. 
An additional 0.5 ha of City option lands will be required for the Walkley Yard expansion. 
 

 

 Staging 
PS explained that construction of the extension can happen independently of current operations, but 
that new stations and modifications to existing stations/tracks would require service to be shut down. 
Shutdowns over two consecutive summers are likely, with alternative service to be provided by OC 
Transpo route 107. 
 
Additional local detours will be required, including a one-season closure of Leitrim Road to build the 
grade separation. A detour is not desirable in this location to avoid additional wetland impacts. 
 
It was noted that there is considerable work to be done on a traffic management strategy for all Stage 2 
projects, but that the City will have gained some experience from the Confederation Line work. 
 

 

 Future Work 
PS explained that the Recommended Plan will need to be reconciled with the Airport Zoning 
Regulations, likely after the current EA is completed. 
 
PS noted that the TMP ridership is based on 8-minute service frequencies and single LINT vehicles. 
Recent experience suggests that this is not feasible without additional infrastructure, so the study has 
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assumed 10-minute frequencies with 2-car trains. This assumption will be revisited as the project 
moves forward, but the EA will seek approval for the largest potential impact. 
 
PS and BS explained that the current LINT vehicles are among the last to be produced without crash 
management, and all new ones have it. Through consultation, Transport Canada has expressed the 
opinion that it will likely permit the operation of a mixed fleet, but additional risk assessment and safety 
management must be done closer to implementation. 
 

3. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on recommended functional design 

 Study team to refine and finalize functional design in light of feedback received 

 Presentation to FEDCO on 29 June and Council on 8 July 2015 [dates updated by City staff 
subsequent to this meeting] 

 TPAP to begin shortly after Council approval, with completion anticipated December 2015 / 
January 2016 
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1. Introductions and Presentation 
CS introduced the study team and led an introduction of all participants.  
 
PS and ES provided an introduction to the study context, objectives and process. 
 
DH provided an overview of the existing O-Train operation, several potential options for the extension, 
and major airport ridership considerations. The estimated travel time between Bowesville and 
Bayview stations is 25 minutes. 
 
TD gave an overview of the existing approvals and current planning context for new stations along the 
main O-Train line.  
 

 

2. Discussion 
Corridor Design Considerations: 
ML asked whether the analysis of grade separation options would account for impacts on land use at 
the Airport, as they create an opportunity cost for landowners. PS confirmed that it is likely that the 
roadway would cross over the rail in each location (Lester, Leitrim, Bowesville), but that the study 
team would look at all options. 
 

 

 DH clarified that the location of the passing siding near Bowesville would depend on the final 
geometry, design and operation of the Recommended Plan. It will be preferable to design and locate 
passing sidings so that trains can keep moving as they pass, which makes riders more comfortable 
with the duration of their trips. The study team will also consider double-tracking parts of the corridor 
to simplify operations, but this can significantly increase costs, especially in the portion of the corridor 
that passes through the rock cut. JB suggested it would be worth building a double track in the south 
portion of the corridor, to avoid having to secure additional property or approvals for eventual twin-
track LRT in that area. 
 

 

 Airport Link Considerations: 
MC and AS noted that an appropriately designed Airport link is expected to result in positive tourism, 
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business and economic development impacts. For example, it would improve the Capital Arrival 
experience, facilitate passenger travel to and from the downtown core and the broader transit 
network, reduce landside travel costs and delays, offer opportunities for passenger services (e.g., 
check-in) en route to the Airport, and provide enhanced connectivity for local residents to identified 
employment areas on Airport lands. These impacts must be considered in the analysis of alternatives. 
DH agreed that all these factors should be included, and that the specific evaluation criteria to be 
used would be determined in consultation with stakeholders. 
 
DH noted that business travellers are sometimes, but not always, more likely to take a train than a 
bus connection from the airport. Cost-conscious leisure travellers are likely to use either mode. An 
analysis comparing the Ottawa Airport with other airports and cities of similar size, role and 
configuration will help the study team learn what factors will influence the success of an Airport rail 
link in Ottawa. San Francisco International Airport has among the highest transit mode shares (23%), 
but rail makes up only 7-8% of the total, with bus routes and scheduled public shuttle services making 
up the rest. Although they have more direct rail access, airports in Minneapolis (a similar-sized city) 
and Washington, D.C. (a national capital) may be good comparisons. Vancouver International Airport, 
although larger and busier than Ottawa’s, is also connected by a branch line like the one this study is 
examining.  
 
ML noted that, as the Ottawa Airport has poorer roadway connections than many other airports, it 
requires better transit service to compensate. DH confirmed that factors like proximity to downtown 
and travel times to downtown will be considered in the study to account for this. Although new 
ridesharing services like Uber will probably affect taxi use more than transit use, the study team will 
consider them as well. 
 

 Station Design Considerations: 
TD noted that the design considerations identified to date generally apply to all 7 new stations, 
although Gladstone, Walkley and South Keys have been subject to more extensive community design 
planning. The study will be seeking approval for these three stations in light of CDP concepts and 
previous discussions with landowners. 
 
Considerations for new stations on the Airport link will be specific to the needs of the Airport. David 
McRobie Architects is part of the team specifically to address these issues. 
  
The study will consider moving Bowesville Station east of Bowesville Road to avoid grade-separating 
the crossing. This is desirable because the ultimate LRT plan does not contemplate grade 
separations, so eliminating a Bowesville grade separation would eliminate the cost of a short-term 
measure. In addition, the Airport’s plans for development near Bowesville will affect the station 
location and design. The City’s practice is to provide Park and Ride facilities at terminus stations, and 
these can become opportunities for future transit-oriented development (TOD).  
 
MM noted that Park and Ride facilities at Bowesville will be important for residents of fast-growing 
Riverside South, Greely and Barrhaven to access the train; 1,200 spaces does not seem like enough. 
TD noted that the planned size of the Park and Ride is based on a City study that redistributed 
spaces from the cancelled 2

nd
 phase of the Leitrim Park and Ride to other areas, based on growth 

and travel demand projections. 
 
TD noted that the focus of the station planning in this study will be protecting any required property 
and accommodating the required passenger volumes and circulation. As Carling Station is an existing 
station, it will only be considered as part of this study if twin track or other changes to the existing 
station were required. PC agreed to provide the City with Richcraft’s concept for integrating Carling 
Station with its adjacent lands, to assess whether Carling Station should be included in the EA. 
 
JB noted that the linkage between bus and rail stations at Walkley is an important design 
consideration. PS confirmed that the circulation and design objectives would be discussed with 
nearby landowners as part of this study. 
 
TD confirmed that multi-use pathways would be included in the design wherever possible, in 
accordance with the TMP. It is recognized that multi-modal transportation corridors like these are the 
City’s best opportunity to protect for regional corridors, and also that this is more challenging in the 
north part of the O-Train corridor due to existing land uses and other constraints. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PC 
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3. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on potential constraints and evaluation criteria 

 Study team to arrange individual meetings with interested stakeholders as required 

 Study team to develop evaluation criteria and circulate a list for comment within 6-8 weeks 

 Study Team to continue analysis of operational and design requirements and comparative 
analysis of airport transit services 

 Next BCG meeting will focus on the recommended operational strategy and the 
infrastructure alternatives to provide that service 
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1. Introduction 

CS led an introduction of all participants and noted that the study is on track for presentation to 
Transportation Committee and Council in May 2015. 
 

 

2. O-Train Extension Scope and Considerations 

PS explained that the purpose of the meeting was to provide an overview of the preliminary evaluation 
of alternatives for the study. He provided a review and update of the study scope. He noted that options 
for relocating Confederation Station have been added to the study as a result of interest from PWGSC, 
and that the study includes an evaluation of the best location for the O-Train fleet maintenance and 
storage facility (MSF) (either by expanding the existing Walkley Yard or a constructing a new facility on 
a site near Bowesville Road).  
 
The main line is part of the TMP Affordable Network and the City’s Stage 2 rail plan, and that the TMP 
identifies construction of the Airport Link beyond 2031. City staff was directed to include the Airport Link 
in this study to develop and cost a recommended plan in order to ensure a future Airport Link was not 
precluded by other plans. 
 
DG asked whether the City has an option to buy CP lands at Walkley Yard. CS confirmed that it does, 
under the terms of the current lease. 
 
DG asked whether the track would be twinned as part of the O-Train extension. PS replied that the O-
Train extension will continue to be single-track diesel multiple unit (DMU) service with passing sidings, 
but the plan will accommodate an eventual conversion to twin-track electric LRT. 
 
BN asked if a single vehicle would be used as part of the O-Train extension. PS replied that the starting 
point is Alstom LINT vehicles, which can be twinned or double-articulated to provide additional 
capacity. The Recommended Plan will incorporate 60-m station platforms, which will accommodate 
system expansion to the planning horizon. Passing sidings will be sized accordingly. CS added that the 
existing Bombardier Talents will not run alongside the LINTs, as the Talents are nearing the end of their 
life cycle.  
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DG noted that he did not believe the O-Train operating rules require grade-separated crossings. 
DH replied that the restriction is in the Transport Canada (TC) Inspection and Safety Plan for the 
Bombardier Talent vehicles, and has confirmed that the same clause is in the similar  agreement for the 
Alstom LINT vehicles, which do not meet crashworthiness standards for level crossings. TC has said 
that they will consider crossings that can be shown to be as safe as a grade-separated crossing, but 
this is a difficult standard to meet. Additionally, using municipal operating rules may complicate a future 
O-Train extension into Gatineau. 
BN noted that Edmonton and Calgary have level crossings using lighter trains. As this is likely a policy 
issue, why is the City not pushing harder to negotiate this with TC? Taxpayers are poorly served if 
money is spent on unnecessary grade-separations. 
CS highlighted several additional City considerations, including the political sensitivity of the Fallowfield 
level crossing and the impacts on the transportation network of level crossings used every 4 minutes. 
 
AS asked whether the City’s affordability envelope would be used to rule out otherwise good options. 
PS replied that the project team aims to come up with the best overall plan, but also the one that 
provides the best opportunity to achieve the City’s objectives within the affordability envelope. The 
study team will do a full cost estimate for the Recommended Plan, although only high-level comparative 
costing of certain options has been done to date. This cost estimate will not include the costs of 
twinning the full length of the line. 
 
BN asked whether a conversion horizon was being considered as part of the evaluation criteria. PS 
replied that the horizon is not defined, but the study team is seeking to minimize throwaway costs. 
 
DG and AS asked whether overall economic benefit was part of the evaluation criteria. PS replied that it 
is not included in the evaluation criteria, but a business case is being prepared as part of the study that 
will feed into the City’s Stage 2 funding application. 
 
BN noted that an element of improving Airport connectivity is improving connectivity at Bayview Station. 
The Bayview Station improvements planned as part of the Confederation Line do not appear to improve 
weather protection for O-Train passengers. AS added that the Airport has raised this issue with the Rail 
Implementation Office but received no response. BN was of the view that the rail planning studies are 
too compartmentalized, which precludes the development of the best solution at the concept stage. 
 
BN asked whether there would be interconnection with the Confederation Line when the O-Train is 
electrified. DH replied that there will be interconnection of rolling stock, but not of operations due to high 
E-W train volumes. The long-term intent is for the N-S line to cross into Gatineau. 
 
JB asked when implementation would begin. CS replied that the political direction is to have it 
completed by 2023. No phasing has currently been identified. The Airport link will not be funded by the 
City, but the intent is to identify funding partners in the hope that the Airport link and the O-Train 
extension could be completed as part of a single contract. 
 

3. Presentation and Discussion of Design Alternatives and Preliminary Preferred Options 

PS noted that in all options to be presented, the platform configuration (centre or side) and the tower 
configuration (number of elevators or stairwells) are design questions to be determined during 
functional design. All stations will be planned for 60-metre platforms to accommodate eventual 
expansion and LRT conversion, but the Alstom LINT O-Train vehicles do not require that length in the 
near term. The parallel multi-use pathway (MUP) developed in conjunction with the N-S LRT EA will be 
incorporated where possible and modified to improve connections at grade separations. 
 

 

 Gladstone 
PS indicated that the north side option is preferred for urban design and constructability reasons. 
JB asked whether that location was best for passenger access from the community, and whether 
ridership justifies a station at that location. PS replied that it is consistent with the CDP, which involved 
extensive consultation with the community. In addition, the station access is in a similar location for all 
options, regardless of the location of the platform. As the area is identified for high-density, mixed-use 
development, ridership levels are expected to support a station. 
 
BN asked whether DMU vehicles are well suited for additional stations and frequent stops. DH agreed 
that frequent stops are not ideal, and that more local access is a trade-off versus fast long-distance 
trips. The number of extra stations changes only the location, not the number, of passing sidings. 
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DG asked about property impacts of the preferred alternative. PS noted that the City owns the rail 
corridor and doesn’t currently foresee a need for additional land in this location.  
 

 Confederation 
PS indicated that Option 2 (north of Heron) is preferred, as it best balances access to surrounding land 
uses and future redevelopment potential with access to rapid transit along Heron Road. The study 
intends to seek approval for a zone within which there would be flexibility to integrate the station with 
potential redevelopment. This is not part of the affordable plan, but it can’t preclude future 
redevelopment options. 
DG agreed that a major consideration is to provide a convenient transfer between the O-Train and bus 
service on Heron Road. 
 

 

 Walkley 
PS indicated that Option 3 (south of Walkley) is preferred as it best balances access to surrounding 
land uses with access to local transit routes along Walkley Road. The N-S LRT originally approved 
Option 1 (north of Walkley), while the Bank Street CDP approved Option 4 to allow for integration with 
adjacent development.  
LA, owner of the adjacent development, agreed with the study team’s preference in light of the 
importance of integrating with services and transit on Walkley Road. He added that in general, he 
prefers any station location south of Walkley over a location north of Walkley. He wished to understand 
more about station sizing and potential integration with the now-completed adjacent building. He also 
noted that additional phases of the development will follow further south, and these will need to be 
served by the station. PS confirmed that the study team would contact him for a more detailed 
discussion during the upcoming functional design phase of the study.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
team 

 South Keys 
Option 3 (south of existing pedestrian underpass) is preferred as it minimizes impacts on the adjacent 
constructed wetland and associated pathways. It will also be simpler to build, and is consistent with the 
approved N-S LRT EA. The required freight access can be provided using the O-Train track in the near 
term, but the study will also plan for a separate freight track after conversion to LRT. 
 
BN suggested that a gauntlet track, which uses the same rail bed, be considered for freight access. DH 
replied that overhead power supply clearance must be considered for this option and would be 
examined at a later stage. BN recommended that the gauntlet option should at least be described as 
part of this study, so that it could be considered as a design option at later stages of implementation. 
He suggested that clearance requirements could be negotiated with NRC. 
 
DG asked whether there was a height difference between trolley and pantograph power supplies, and 
whether either would provide adequate freight clearance. DH replied that pantograph clearance is 
higher and will be used on the Confederation Line. The study team will check the N-S LRT and carry 
forward any additional options for freight passage that might have been identified. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
team 

 Lester Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the Recommended Plan must ensure no net loss of wetland function, so the study 
will seek to minimize impacts to the adjacent Lester Provincially Significant Wetland (PSW). The design 
of Option 1 (O-Train/LRT and freight tracks along with MUP over road) must use 2% approach grades 
in accordance with freight rail design criteria. Option 2 (freight remains at grade, O-Train/MUP over 
road) may permit transit vehicle grades of up to 4%, resulting in shorter approach embankments, 
reducing costs and wetland impacts. Accordingly, the study team is discussing appropriate grades with 
the City. Option 3 (road over rail) results in the greatest impacts to the PSW as well as to the Airport 
SWM pond located in the southwest quadrant of the crossing. Option 2 is preferred as it minimizes 
wetland impacts. As the study moves forward, the study team will examine ways to reduce the impact 
from what is shown. 
 
PS confirmed that the connection to the research facility is far enough from the crossing for a rail-over 
option to return to grade. 
 
BN asked if order-of-magnitude costing had been done to help evaluate options. PS replied that it 
would be, and that some technical parameters are being confirmed with the City’s rail office. The study 
team will look for a solution that is as cost-effective as possible. 
 
JB asked about geotechnical constraints. PS replied that placing fill would not be an issue in the area, 
although the high water table will be a consideration. 
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AS noted the need to ensure that train lighting in any rail-over option would not point directly at 
approaching aircraft. This should be discussed with and approved by NAVCanada. It is not an issue 
with a road-over option, as this would not run perpendicular to the runway. 
 

 
Study 
team 

 Leitrim Road Grade Separation 
PS indicated that Option 2 (road over rail) is preferred as it reduces the long-term throwaway costs of 
complying with runway clearance requirements as outlined in the Airport Zoning Regulations (AZR). To 
mitigate access impacts to Leitrim Road properties caused by the road embankment, rear access can 
be provided using the existing Park and Ride access. It was noted that the runway is expected to be 
built on the current Leitrim Road alignment in ~2040, with Leitrim Road being realigned 400 to 700 m to 
the south. 
BN noted that, in a rail-over option, there must be enough space between the station and the grade 
separation for trains to accelerate up the grade. 
 

 

 Leitrim Station 
PS showed the proposed configuration, including pathway access along the east side of the corridor 
connecting to the Osgoode Trail and future NCC pathway network. 
 

 

 Bowesville Station 
PS indicated that Option 1 (east of Bowesville) is preferred as it reduces the length of the extension 
while providing comparable accessibility to Riverside South and reducing land-use, transportation 
network and ecological impacts. 
PS noted that this station could be located east or west of Bowesville and provide similar Park and Ride 
accessibility. The blue BRT line shown was approved as part of the BRRT study but is not part of this 
study or the 2031 affordable network. 
 

 

 Spratt Station 
PS explained that at the request of City staff, the study team considered a terminus station at Spratt 
Road, but it is not recommended at this time as it is unlikely to attract enough additional riders to justify 
the increased cost. This station is included as part of the future twin-track electric LRT extension to 
Riverside South. 
 
DG questioned the need to extend the O-Train beyond Leitrim Road. CS replied that analysis done for 
the TMP update found that operational savings could be realized by eliminating buses and replacing 
them with rail. 
JB noted that Riverside South was designed to be transit-dependent from the start, so it is important 
that this community be served. A Bowesville terminus is preferable to a Leitrim terminus because it 
provides a bit more proximity to Riverside South. 
 

 

 Ecological/Pathway Crossing 
PS explained that the NCC has requested a crossing in the Greenbelt Natural Link area that can 
accommodate deer and the occasional moose. There is the opportunity to use this eco-crossing for a 
pathway crossing to connect the NCC pathway, Osgoode Trail pathway and City pathway networks in 
this area. It is likely to be an under-crossing, but the study team will work with the topography in the 
area to propose a design. 
 

 
 
 
 
Study 
team 

 Airport Link Alignments 
DH reviewed the options and identified Option 4 (tight to EY Centre) as the preferred option because it 
maximizes opportunities to serve the EY Centre/adjacent lands and integrate with a future 
reconfiguration of the Airport Parkway, while minimizing ecological impacts. South Keys was identified 
as the transfer point because it also permits transfers to a variety of BRT and local bus routes. All 
options include grade separations over the Airport Parkway and Uplands Drive, and the study team is 
considering the optimal rail profile between these two grade separations. 
 

 

 Terminal Station Options 
DH identified Option 1 (elevated terminal station) as the preferred option as it increases the visibility 
and convenience of transit thereby enhancing the Capital Arrival Experience as espoused by the NCC, 
and is most compatible with the Airport road network and future terminal expansion plans. 
This option would be on a viaduct from Paul Benoit Driveway to the terminal. 
 

 

 Operating Model 
DH identified Option 4 (mix of dual service overlay, Airport branch and Bowesville branch) service as 
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the preferred option, as it provides the most flexibility. This model is used in other cities but requires 
clear signage and communication. This option would also require a pocket track at South Keys, which 
would be located where the future twin track would be. The expected travel time between Bowesville 
and Bayview would be ~30 minutes. 
JB expressed concern that a mixed model would be too complicated for occasional users and would 
not entice them to use transit. Airport service for occasional users should not be implemented at the 
expense of Riverside South residents.  
DG and JB agreed that the first option is very simple and still provides good headways to Riverside 
South (double the current frequency). 
MC noted that the objective of including the Airport link in the current study is to find the right solution 
for Airport rail. The timing and cost of implementation are not known. AS added that there is a need to 
incentivize transit from the Airport and avoid a second transfer for passengers travelling downtown, 
where possible. 
DH noted that the study will be considering ridership numbers and will recommend a way to incorporate 
a rail spur to increase overall transit ridership in the city. 
PS emphasized that the current study is not seeking EA approval for an operating model; the operating 
models are being considered to ensure the EA-approved plan, including stations, grade separations 
and passing sidings, does not preclude options for operating models. 
 

4. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on preliminary evaluation of alternatives 

 Study team to refine and finalize evaluation in light of feedback received 

 Public Open House presenting preliminary Recommended Plan Jan 13 and 15, 2015 

 Third and final BCG meeting March 2015 
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1. Introduction 

CS led an introduction of all participants and explained that the study is to be presented to FEDCO on 
29 June and Council on 8 July 2015. 
 

 

2. O-Train Extension Scope and Functional Design Considerations 

PS provided an overview of the project progress to date and outlined the major considerations that 
influenced the development of the functional design of the Recommended plan. Two issues of note that 
emerged during on-going consultations with Capital Rail and OC Transpo were highlighted. First, 
operational modeling was to be carried out based on an expected 10-minute service frequency using a 
design capacity of 260 passengers per vehicle. When combined with new ridership projections 
prepared by the City for the 2031 planning horizon, identified capacity constraints led to the need to 
design the system to operate using 2-car trains from the outset resulting in stations requiring 70-metre 
passenger platforms. DJ suggested that 76-metre platforms might be more appropriate, and consistent 
with existing platform design to accommodate surge space beyond the end doors (sum of current 
platform length (35 m) and train length (41 m)). This requirement must be confirmed in future design 
stages of the project. 
 
Secondly, a desire expressed by OC Transpo for a consistent passenger experience throughout the 
City’s rail transit network led to the incorporation of station functional spaces, including provision of 
fare-paid zones, architectural designs and other amenities consistent with those being constructed for 
the Confederation Line project. All grade-separated stations include redundant elevators. 
 

 

3. Presentation and Discussion of Functional Design 

Gladstone 
PS described the key elements of this station design, discussing its configuration and architectural 
features. It will be a grade-separated side-platform station located north of Gladstone, with flexibility to 
integrate the final location with the proposed pedestrian plaza identified in the Gladstone Station District 
CDP and future development. As the existing passing sidings to the north will be extended through this 
station to provide 10-minute service frequencies, both platforms will be required from Day 1. The use of 
side platforms is consistent with the plan identified in the 2006 N-S Corridor LRT EA plan as it does not 
require replacement of the Gladstone overpass. A minimal amount of rock cut to widen the corridor will 
be required, however no additional property is needed as the station sits entirely within existing City 
land. This station will include connections to existing and proposed MUPs, as well as covered bicycle 
parking. The glazed canopy shown over the tracks is optional but provides architectural consistency 
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with the Confederation Line as directed by the City. 
 
DG asked whether passenger pick-up and drop-off facilities would be included. 
PS explained that OC Transpo did not identify a need for them here, but that the study will recommend 
a signalized crosswalk to facilitate bus transfers to/from Route 14. 
 
JK asked about potential noise levels associated with stopping and starting trains. 
PS replied that the canopy will help mask some of the rail noise, and that it would not likely be more 
significant than other noise sources in the area (passengers using the stations, traffic, etc.). 
 

 Confederation 
PS explained that this station is situated on the north side of Heron Road and will be architecturally and 
functionally similar to Gladstone Station, although with a single track passing through only one side 
platform will be needed. The existing Heron Road overpass will remain, as it will not need to be 
replaced or twinned until the line is converted to twin-track ELRT.  
 
The EPR for this study will show the outline of the full station build-out in order to obtain EA approval 
for the ultimate configuration, as it is in a different location than the one approved under the N-S LRT 
EA. This station will be located within the existing right-of-way and is intended to be implemented when 
adjacent PWGSC land is redeveloped. There will be flexibility within the EA approval for the location to 
shift slightly to integrate with redevelopment but remain close to Heron Road to facilitate transfers 
to/from rapid transit. 
 
DG asked why the current location was not considered suitable, as it does not require costly elevators. 
PS explained that it is in an isolated location with minimal potential for integration with future 
development. Additional elevator costs in the new location would likely be borne by others. DJ noted 
that the walking distance to Canada Post from the current and new locations is about the same due to 
the angle of the road and the presence of an existing underpass. 
 

 
 

 Walkley 
PS explained that this station is situated on the south side of Walkley Road and will be architecturally 
and functionally similar to Confederation Station. Utilizing the existing track, it will include one side 
platform. The second platform and a new Walkley Road overpass will be built when the line is 
converted to twin-track ELRT. Again, the EPR will include the outline of the full build-out of this station 
in order to obtain EA approval for the ultimate configuration, as it is in a different location than the one 
approved under the N-S LRT EA.  
 
There will be no at-grade access from the Trillium Line platform to the Transitway station, due to the 
presence of the Walkley off-ramp. However, the demand for this transfer is likely low compared with 
Greenboro or South Keys. There will be more transfers to local routes along Walkley Road. 
 
AA confirmed that some pathways along the side of the adjacent development are being built, and 
these could be integrated with future access to the station. However, other landowners between his 
property at 1172 Walkley Road and Bank Street must also be involved if pathways are to connect the 
station to Bank Street. Further consultation will be required at future stages of project implementation. 
 
DG asked whether there would be access from the north side of Walkley via an underpass.  
PS confirmed that the current plan requires users to cross at the existing traffic signal.  
CS noted that cost-effectiveness is a concern with this project, so the study is trying to incorporate 
existing infrastructure as much as possible. An ongoing pathway and connection study for the whole 
Stage 2 project will confirm the appropriate connection here. 
 

 

 South Keys 
PS described how this station will at times serve as the terminus of a branch-line service connection to 
the Airport and how that influenced its design. Accordingly, it has been configured with a centre-
platform station with two tracks passing through on either side. A third pocket track has been located to 
the north of the station for short-turn operations. Southbound passengers will always use the west side 
tracks, while northbound passengers will always use the east side tracks, regardless of whether their 
origin/destination is Bowesville or the Airport. The centre platform also permits direct transfers between 
the Airport Link and main line. The station is accessed via an entranceway situated on the north side of 
an extension to the existing pedestrian underpass, leading up to the upper-level platform. 
 
The design includes a provision for a new freight track to the west of the existing track after LRT 
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conversion, although freight will use the same track as DMU Trillium Line vehicles in the near term. 
DG asked why a gauntlet track was not being considered for the freight. 
PS explained that a separate track was identified in the N-S LRT EA. During the implementation 
process for that EA, an agreement was reached between the City, the NRC and the constructor to 
design catenaries and platform extenders that could be flipped up to permit freight passage. However, 
as the study team cannot be sure a similar arrangement can be negotiated this time, the current EA 
does not propose to change the N-S LRT EA plan in this area. 
 
DG asked whether the Airport service was proposed to run as a shuttle from South Keys. 
PS replied that the EA study is planning to accommodate a variety of operating scenarios, including the 
option to operate a short-turn Airport service from South Keys, but does not select the operating model. 
 

 Hunt Club MUP Crossing 
PS explained that the current crossing involves a significant detour to the nearest pedestrian signal on 
Hunt Club, and in response to feedback the study team has designed a grade-separated crossing. This 
will be accessed from the Sawmill Creek Pathway via a new underpass south of South Keys Station, 
which leads out onto a MUP connection to a new prefabricated steel truss bridge immediately east of 
the existing rail bridge. On the south side of Hunt Club Road a continuous MUP is located along the 
east side of the rail corridor extending southerly to Bowesville Station. When additional bridges are built 
in that location to accommodate the future twin-track electric LRT conversion, this bridge can be 
relocated further east. 
 

 
 

 Lester Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the preferred design concept for this crossing included an at-grade freight crossing of 
a four-lane divided Lester Road, with the Trillium Line crossing the road on a two-span structure. 
During functional design, it was determined that costly retaining walls would be required for this option, 
and that it had been revealed through the Lester Road Widening EA that the road would likely remain 
undivided after widening. It is therefore more feasible in the near term to build a single grade-separated 
span to accommodate both the Trillium Line and freight movements to the NRC-CSTT. To minimize 
construction impacts, the abutments for this span and the future twin-track span will be built at the 
same time. To minimize wetland impacts, smaller retaining walls will be used to keep the embankment 
footprint entirely within the existing right-of-way. When the line is converted to twin-track electric LRT, a 
second, lighter LRT bridge will be installed on the second abutment. 
 
This option provides several options for freight access after the twin-track electric LRT conversion. The 
freight crossing could be provided at grade, on a separate freight structure, or on the existing bridge if 
suitable agreement can be negotiated between the NRC, the City and the constructor/maintainer of the 
line to accommodate this movement. 
 
A MUP crossing will be provided on a prefab steel bridge east of the rail crossing, initially using the 
abutment identified for the future second rail span. This crossing can be moved further east when the 
line is converted to twin-track electric LRT. The plan incorporates a connection from the continuous 
North-South MUP to a proposed pathway along the north side of Lester Road. 
 
DG did not support the plan to build additional tracks for freight. 
 

 
 

 Leitrim Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the road will cross over the rail in this location, resulting in embankment footprint 
impacts on Airport and NCC lands. As this structure is likely to be temporary due to future Airport 
expansion requiring the realignment of Leitrim Road, temporary easements (rather than acquisitions) 
may be pursued for these lands, and the structure itself will accommodate a 2-lane undivided roadway. 
 
Five properties in the southeast quadrant will also be affected, and the study team has met with each 
owner to inform them of the project and its implications. A new road connection can be provided on City 
land behind the properties, off Gilligan Road, providing direct access to three of the properties. One 
additional landowner will likely wish to sell, while the remaining owner would like to maintain his 
business and will require assistance negotiating access rights through an adjacent property. The City 
will work with these owners as the project progresses to resolve these issues. 
 
DG asked whether access to the Leitrim Park and Ride will be maintained. PS confirmed that it will, as 
minimal grade changes are required at the Leitrim Road / Gilligan Road intersection. 
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 Leitrim Station 
PS explained that this station incorporates a shared bus-rail platform and an additional bus-only 
platform, all within a fare-paid zone. It is designed to be architecturally appropriate for a rural context, 
with an at-grade covered crossing of bus lanes and prefab shelters on all platforms. The existing Park 
and Ride will be expanded to 400 spaces in the near term (900 in the long term). The existing Osgoode 
Trail will be shifted east within the corridor and routed through the station, and separated from the rail 
line by a fence. 
 

 

 Ecological/Pathway Crossing 
PS explained that through consultation, the NCC indicated a need to maintain wildlife connectivity 
within the Greenbelt. Situated on the curve where the main line heads towards the west, the design of 
the ecological crossing structure takes advantage of the topography in the area and has an openness 
ratio sufficient to attract larger wildlife such as deer and potentially moose. It also accommodates 
pathway links between the Trillium Line MUP and Osgoode Trail on the east side of the rail line to 
proposed NCC pathways on the north/west side. 
 

 

 Bowesville Station 
PS explained that this station has a similar look and feel to Leitrim Station, including a similar platform 
configuration and fare-paid zone. However, it will include a more substantial station pavilion to 
accommodate passenger washrooms required under the Ontario Building Code. The pavilion will also 
include rail operator rest facilities, and will be designed to integrate well with potential future 
development on Airport lands. Tail tracks at this station will provide some train storage. 
 

 

 Airport Link Alignment 
PS explained that the recommended alignment has been modified from the previously preferred option 
to maximize the potential development parcels on Airport lands. The Airport Link will diverge from the 
main line north of the existing rail bed, rise up to cross over the Airport Parkway, remain elevated to 
cross Uplands Drive, and return to grade as it enters the Airport. Approximately 500 metres from the 
terminal, depending on the degree to which internal Airport roads are reconfigured, it will begin to climb 
on a viaduct to the Terminal station at the top level of the parking garage. 
 
Following the future widening and realignment of the Airport Parkway, a MUP will extend east from 
Uplands Drive on the south side of the rail alignment and loop south towards Lester Road after it 
crosses the Airport Parkway on the rail overpass. It will also extend west from Uplands Drive to 
terminate at internal Airport roads in advance of the terminal. 
 

 

 Uplands Station 
PS explained that this station will be set back from Uplands Drive to permit a bus loop and EY Centre 
connection. The whole station platform will be elevated on a structure, rather than an embankment, to 
prevent differential settling. The station will also include a large interior area to handle EY Centre event 
traffic. Although a 2-platform design is shown, only one platform may be required if the passing siding 
along the Airport Link does not need to pass through this station. Further work is required to identify the 
passing siding location. There is also flexibility within the EA to consider a centre platform, but 
geometry and capacity considerations may preclude it.  
 

 

 Uplands Grade Separation 
PS explained that the rail will cross over Uplands Drive, and will remain a single track between the 
passing siding and the terminal, even after LRT conversion.  
 

 

 Terminal Station 
PS explained that this station consists of a single platform at the top level of the parking garage, using 
existing internal circulation to provide access to the terminal. It places transit in a visible and convenient 
location. As this station is in an exposed location, it includes a double roof for weather protection. A tail 
track is not included in this location for cost reasons, although it is technically feasible. 
 
DJ noted that the additional station dwell time required by the single-track configuration is appropriate 
for an airport station serving passengers with luggage. 
 
DG asked whether the study is planning for direct service from Bowesville to the Terminal. PS noted 
that this would require reconfiguration of the tracks at the branch point, and that ridership modelling so 
far has not warranted this service. 
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 Walkley Yard 
PS explained that the most economical maintenance and storage option is to expand Walkley Yard to 
accommodate 18 LINT vehicles, and to defer the construction of Bowesville Yard until LRT conversion. 
An additional 0.5 ha of City option lands will be required for the Walkley Yard expansion. The plan 
incorporates a turntable, but this is not required on Day 1. 
 
DJ asked whether the previous wye on the site could be rebuilt. PS replied that a sufficient turning 
radius cannot be accommodated on the available land. 
DJ suggested that the City acquire the short section of track linking Walkley Yard and Greenboro 
Station, if it does not already own it. This would allow the trains to be turned by entering the yard from 
the north or the south, and eliminate the need for an expensive turntable. The study team will follow up 
with City property staff regarding this option. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
team 

 Staging 
PS explained that construction of the extension can happen independently of current operations, but 
that new stations and modifications to existing stations/tracks would require service to be shut down. 
Shutdowns over two consecutive summers are likely, with alternative service to be provided by OC 
Transpo route 107. 
 
DJ noted that the shutdowns should be planned more tightly than they were during the recent Trillium 
Line expansion, which left the public very dissatisfied. Similar projects in Toronto and London were 
completed much faster and without service interruptions. Additionally, a full replacement of the O-Train 
rails has previously been completed in 3 weeks. 
 
Additional local detours will be required, including a one-season closure of Leitrim Road to build the 
grade separation. A detour is not desirable in this location to avoid additional wetland impacts. 
 

 

 Future Work 
PS explained that the Recommended Plan will need to be reconciled with the Airport Zoning 
Regulations, likely after the current EA is completed. 
 
PS noted that the TMP ridership is based on 8-minute service frequencies and single LINT vehicles. 
Recent experience suggests that this is not feasible without additional infrastructure, so the study has 
assumed 10-minute frequencies with 2-car trains. This assumption will be revisited as the project 
moves forward, but the EA will seek approval for the largest potential impact. 
 
PS explained that the current LINT vehicles are among the last to be produced without crash 
management, and all new ones have it. Through consultation, Transport Canada has expressed the 
opinion that it will likely permit the operation of a mixed fleet, but additional risk assessment and safety 
management must be done closer to implementation. 
 

 

4. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on recommended functional design 

 Study team to refine and finalize functional design in light of feedback received 

 Presentation to FEDCO on 29 June and Council on 8 July 2015 

 TPAP to begin shortly after Council approval, with completion anticipated December 2015 / 
January 2016 
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1. Introductions and Presentation 
CS introduced the study team and led an introduction of all participants.  
 
PST and ES provided an introduction to the study context, objectives and process. PST noted that the 
Airport Authority’s role in the study is to assist with planning the Airport link, and to support a future 
request for federal/provincial funding if the link is approved. 
 
DH provided an overview of the existing O-Train operation, several potential options for the extension 
(dual service overlay, branch to Airport, and branch to Riverside South), and major airport ridership 
considerations. The estimated travel time between Bowesville and Bayview stations is 25 minutes. 
Any transfer between the branch line and the main line will be timed to minimize waiting, and the 
Confederation Line frequency (3 minutes at peak periods) will minimize waiting for the Bayview 
transfer as well. The study team will consider a system that uses all three operational options, 
depending on the time of day.  
 
The location of the Bowesville extension uses the existing N-S rail corridor and turns west just north 
of High Road, and was determined as part of the 2006 N-S LRT EA. The location of the Airport link 
identified in that EA must be revisited as part of this study. Currently, due to operational and 
environmental constraints and existing rail beds, the study team is considering a rout that passes 
north of the EY Centre and the NRC wind tunnels and joins the north end of the Airport terminal. 
There are opportunities for shared Airport/EY Centre parking, with the rail link used as a shuttle. 
 
PST and ES gave an overview of the existing approvals (obtained as part of the 2006 N-S LRT EA) 
and current planning context for new stations along the main O-Train line.  
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2. Discussion 
Study Scope: 
The current study is intended to gain provincial EA approval and to provide enough certainty 
regarding the project’s design and operations to allow the City to move forward with funding 
applications. Federal approvals will be required at a later stage, prior to construction, and will apply 
only to those portions of the project that are located on federal lands. The study team is consulting 
with federal agencies as part of this study to ensure all federal approval requirements are identified 
and planned for at this stage.  
 

 

 The current study will not be considering the design of existing stations (particularly Bayview, Carling 
and Confederation) unless this is needed to address operational requirements for the extended O-
Train line. The design of and access to existing stations fall outside the scope of the study. Any 
changes required to Carling Station to accommodate future rapid transit along Carling Avenue will fall 
under the EA for that project. In addition, no re-zoning is contemplated as part of this study. 

 

 

 Coordination with Future Land Use and Transportation Plans: 
It was noted that, in addition to Riverside South, Findlay Creek and Greely are areas targeted for 
village growth in the City’s Official Plan (OP). The planned Leitrim and Bowesville Park and Rides are 
intended to serve all three communities. 

 

 

 In response to a participant question, AS clarified that the Airport has long-term (2040-50) runway 
expansion plans. The impacts of these expansion plans on the current EA will be considered based 
on the information currently available. 
 

 

 ED asked whether the Bowesville extension could be extended to serve employment sites in South 
Nepean, or whether the Airport link could be extended westward across the river. PST noted that the 
transit network continues beyond Bowesville. The City’s long-term plan is for rapid transit to extend 
west from Bowesville to Riverside South as a rail facility, and from Riverside South across the 
Strandherd-Armstrong Bridge to Barrhaven Town Centre as a Transitway facility. DH noted that 
although a new arterial bridge crossing the Rideau River at Fallowfield is part of the City’s road 
network concept, previous analysis has shown that an extension of the rail link passing under the 
Airport is cost-prohibitive for both construction and security reasons. 
 

 
 

 Airport Link Considerations:  
AS noted various potential benefits of an appropriately designed Airport link, including an enhanced 
Capital Arrival experience, more direct and comfortable passenger travel to and from the downtown 
core and the broader transit network, reduced landside travel costs and delays, opportunities for 
passenger services (e.g., check-in) en route to the Airport, and enhanced connectivity for local 
residents to identified employment areas on Airport lands. As a result, an Airport link is expected to 
result in positive tourism, business and economic development impacts for the City, and these must 
be considered in the analysis of alternatives. DH agreed that all these factors should be included, and 
that the specific evaluation criteria to be used would be determined in consultation with stakeholders. 
 

 

 In response to a participant question, it was noted that a high proportion of Airport passengers are 
likely to travel downtown, requiring a transfer to the Confederation Line. The study team is interested 
in South Keys as the transfer point between the Riverside South and Airport branches at this stage, 
as it is currently well-configured for an additional platform and would also offer transfers to many bus 
routes. PM noted that if South Keys is to be a major transfer point, consideration should be given to 
providing some Park and Ride facilities there. 
 

 

 DH noted that the airport analysis to be performed as part of this study will look at the transit service 
and ridership for airports of a similar size and distance from downtown as Ottawa’s, within cities of a 
similar size or role (i.e. capital cities). Airports in Minneapolis and Washington, D.C. may be useful 
starting points. He noted that an Airport link might be supported by a change in federal government 
travel policy prohibiting airport taxi service in Ottawa from being claimed as an expense.  
 

Study team 

 KB noted that the comparatively poor road connections to the Ottawa Airport might also help drive 
transit ridership, particularly now that event traffic at the EY Centre is emerging as a transportation 
concern. DH added that the Airport link could be designed to accommodate event traffic at the EY 
Centre by including flow design for large crowds in the station design, and by developing a special 
operating plan for large events that includes extra trains and more local bus routes on Uplands Drive. 
 

 

 KB asked whether an Airport rail link would attract more riders than a bus due to riders’ preference for 
rail. DH noted that research has indicated that riders often prefer a well-designed express bus system 
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to rail, provided the bus has a comprehensive route system and is more comfortable than a transit 
bus (e.g., a coach bus offering assistance with luggage, as noted by a participant who has used such 
systems). Such systems can also be cheaper to operate. Users of airport transit routes tend to be 
business travellers or cost-conscious leisure travellers. 
 

 In response to a participant question regarding NRC access, DH noted that NRC representatives 
have indicated that they will require rail access to their testing facility, which is located on Airport 
lands adjacent to the existing N-S corridor, 6-10 times per year outside O-Train operating hours. 
 

 

 Corridor Design Considerations: 
In response to a participant question, DH clarified that the project will be designed so that trains keep 
moving slowly along passing sidings between stations, rather than coming to a stop. Should a stop be 
required on a passing siding due to a delay elsewhere, intercom messages will keep passengers 
informed. 8-9 minute service will be possible on the extended O-Train line, although the service will 
be a more complex operation than the current one. To avoid the need to lengthen existing platforms, 
longer trains than the current O-Train vehicles are not being contemplated. 
 

 

 In response to a participant question, PST confirmed that the Osgoode Link Pathway will be relocated 
and extended north as part of this study, in keeping with the City’s policy of providing multi-use 
pathways along new rapid transit corridors. 
 

 

 In response to a participant question, PST confirmed that the crossing of Bowesville Road identified 
in the N-S LRT EA was a level crossing for electric LRT. Due to the technical requirements of O-Train 
diesel multiple unit (DMU) vehicles and the O-Train’s operating agreement with Transport Canada, a 
grade separation is likely required at Bowesville for the O-Train extension. The study team will look at 
shifting the station location east of Bowesville to avoid the grade separation, as the planned future 
LRT would permit a level crossing. This shift would not affect the overall operations and timing of the 
O-Train. Park and Ride facilities are also envisioned for Bowesville, which may provide an opportunity 
for future redevelopment after the line is extended westward. 
 

 

 PST confirmed that the grade separations envisioned as part of this study will run the roadway over 
the rail line, but that all options will be considered. The Leitrim Road grade separation may require 
rehabilitation after 25 years, a timeframe that may coincide with the eventual Leitrim Rd. realignment. 
 

 

 Station Design Considerations: 
BSM noted that better integration was required between the Walkley O-Train and Transitway stations 
than is shown in the 2012 Bank Street CDP. The community in that area is aging and will require the 
stations to be highly accessible. PSD added that the convenience of riders, and not the convenience 
of the landowner, must be the design priority. 
 

 

 JF noted that the 2006 N-S LRT EA and the Confederation Line station design moved from concept to 
final design quickly, with insufficient time for public comment. He stressed that the current study must 
allow adequate opportunities for review and comment from an accessibility perspective, particularly in 
light of the City’s aging population. He provided a submission to CS outlining some key accessible 
design considerations, which the study team will review and incorporate into the study. Several 
participants identified public washrooms as a desirable station feature, particularly at Bayview Station. 
Study team members noted the interest but believed it was unlikely washrooms would be included in 
station designs, for cost and maintenance reasons. 
 
DH noted that the study team has learned from its members’ experience designing the Confederation 
Line, which will inform the current study. David McRobie Architects is also part of the study team, 
specifically to address station design. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study team 

 SG noted that Hunt Club residents do not wish to lose the existing Park and Ride at Greenboro, if City 
policy is to provide Park and Ride facilities only at the end of transit lines. PM confirmed that, through 
the Bank Street (South Keys to Blossom Park) CDP process, the City has confirmed that it intends to 
maintain the existing Greenboro Park and Ride. 
 

 

 It was noted that each O-Train station should be surrounded by a community, and that this may be 
difficult at Bowesville, where the station abuts the Greenbelt. PST noted that the Greenbelt could be 
integrated as a community amenity, in consultation with the City, the NCC and the Airport. In 
response to a participant question, he also noted that the Study is not contemplating extending the 
South Keys intensification area west of its current boundary, as the area to the west is part of a City 
wetland complex and is a community recreation amenity. It is also unlikely that the South Keys 
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Station would be moved further south, as it would be complex to build the station over the Hunt 
Club/Airport Parkway interchange and the existing pathway connections between the station and 
nearby neighbourhoods would be lost. 
 

3. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on potential constraints and evaluation criteria 

 Study team to develop evaluation criteria and circulate a list for comment within 6-8 weeks 

 Study Team to continue analysis of operational and design requirements and comparative 
analysis of airport transit services 

 Next PCG meeting will focus on the recommended operational strategy and the 
infrastructure alternatives to provide that service 
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1. Introduction 

CS led an introduction of all participants and noted that the study is on track for presentation to 
Transportation Committee and Council in May 2015. The O-Train extension is expected to be 
implemented by 2025. 
 

 

2. O-Train Extension Scope and Considerations 

PST explained that the purpose of the meeting was to provide an overview of the preliminary evaluation 
of alternatives for the study. He provided a review and update of the study scope. He noted that options 
for relocating Confederation Station have been added to the study as a result of interest from PWGSC, 
and that the study includes an evaluation of the best location for the O-Train fleet maintenance and 
storage facility (MSF) (either by expanding the existing Walkley Yard or a constructing a new facility on 
a site near Bowesville Road). The existing freight access must also be maintained to the NRC-CSTT 
facility south of Lester Road. This study will incorporate the multi-use pathway (MUP) plan developed 
as part of the 2005 N-S LRT EA, modifying it as needed to respond to the current context and improve 
connections at grade-separated crossings. 
 
PST explained that this study must consider the City’s project affordability envelope. The study team’s 
objective is to come up with the best overall plan, but also the one that provides the best opportunity to 
achieve the City’s objectives within the affordability envelope.  
CS added that the Airport Link is not included in this envelope. Council directed staff to look at the 
feasibility of the Airport Link as part of this EA, so it will be shown and costed to allow Council to decide 
whether and how to fund it. PST noted that the N-S main line is part of the City’s Stage 2 network 
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expansion and will be branded as such at the Public Open House. 
 

3. Presentation and Discussion of Design Alternatives and Preliminary Preferred Options 

PST noted that in all options to be presented, the platform configuration (centre or side) and the tower 
configuration (number of elevators or stairwells) are design questions to be determined during 
functional design.  
 

 

 Gladstone 
Option 1 (north of Gladstone) is preferred as it provides good access but is also easiest to construct in 
the near term. 
MP asked how this station could be integrated with buildings, as there will be significant density on this 
site in the future. How will pedestrians cross Gladstone? 
PST replied that the CDP has identified a preferred location but has not specified how the station could 
be integrated with a building. The City may look at development integration through a separate initiative 
closer to construction. Crossings will be examined during the functional design stage of this study to 
ensure passenger safety and continuity of the pathway network. The study team will consider a 
pedestrian undercrossing of Gladstone Avenue. 
 
ED noted that the Confederation Line and Transitway stations have permanent buildings, rather than 
the ‘pilot-project’ bus shelters at O-Train stations. Will new O-Train stations be as appealing as the 
Confederation Line? This will be important to encourage use. 
PST replied that the project architects will be looking at station design. Affordability is a consideration 
with this study, but it is important that the stations be attractive. 
MP noted that the Gladstone Station area will see substantial redevelopment, and so it is important that 
the new station reflect that investment. 
JS suggested that the O-Train stations have a look consistent with either the Transitway or the 
Confederation Line. 
JF noted that at least some of the O-Train stations should have public washrooms for accessibility 
reasons, and these are easier to include in a building. 
 
MP asked whether there would be interconnection between the O-Train and Confederation lines after 
the O-Train is converted to electric LRT. 
DH replied that the lines will be segregated for operational reasons, although they will use the same 
LRT vehicles. For the foreseeable future, the O-Train will continue to operate as diesel light rail. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study 
team 

 Confederation 
PST indicated that Option 2 (north of Heron) is preferred, as is best balances access to surrounding 
land uses and future redevelopment potential with access to rapid transit along Heron Rd. This study 
will likely seek approval for a broad station area, to permit flexibility in the ultimate station location while 
meeting EA requirements and identifying any needed property. The current location is less desirable in 
the long term due to its isolated location between a heating plant and a roadway overpass.  
 
GB and BN noted that a large proportion of potential redevelopment land is south of Heron Road, and 
many current users walk from the neighbourhood south of Brookfield Road. A location just north of 
Heron would still serve these users, but Option 1 is too far. GB added that the local community 
association is not aware of PWGSC’s plans and would need a briefing from them. 
PST noted that the existing service road crossing under Heron and the existing pathway network to the 
south would be maintained. PWGSC has told the study team that they don’t currently have specific 
plans but would like planning approvals which allow the flexibility to move the station to a location 
compatible with future redevelopment. This station is not part of the City’s funding envelope for this 
project. 
ED suggested seeking approval for an area that also includes Option 3 (underneath Heron) and the 
existing service road, to keep a variety of options open for stations and pathway access depending on 
the timing of implementation. 
 

 

 Walkley 
PST indicated that Option 3 (south of Walkley) is preferred as it best balances access to surrounding 
land uses with access to local transit routes along Walkley Road. The Transitway connection is a lower 
priority in this location. The Marriott developer has also indicated an interest in integrating the station in 
that development.  
JS noted that Option 3 facilitates potential future northbound roadway access from Walkley to the 
Airport Parkway. It was also noted that Option 3 would reduce noise impacts on north-side homes that 
have no direct access to Walkley. 
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PSD asked why the options centred under Gladstone, Heron and Walkley require bridge replacement. 
PST replied that the openings underneath are currently too narrow to accommodate a station and 
platform. These overpasses must be replaced for twin-track LRT, but this can be deferred if an O-Train 
station is not placed underneath. These options also require twice the stairs/elevators, increasing cost. 
PSD noted that it would be useful to know the order-of-magnitude costs of each option to understand 
the relative costs and benefits of each station location. 
 

 South Keys 
PST noted that the design in this location must allow for a separate freight track over the long term 
(freight may use the O-Train track in the short term) and for an Airport branch line transfer/terminus 
point. Any option in this location would also connect to the existing pathway network and Airport 
Parkway pedestrian bridge. Option 3 (south of existing pedestrian underpass) is preferred as it 
minimizes impacts on the adjacent constructed wetland and associated pathways. It will also be simpler 
to build, and is consistent with the approved N-S LRT EA. 
 
JS suggested putting the station north of the underpass, which would allow transfers to the Transitway 
directly across the platform, potentially through a covered area.  
PST noted that this may not be possible if a centre platform is used. DH added that if side platforms are 
used, a direct transfer across the platform may also be possible to the south. 
 
ED asked whether the existing tunnel under the O-Train track is wide enough to be an attractive 
connection over the long term. JS noted that the existing tunnel is too narrow to give good sight lines, 
and that residents have complained about it to the local community association. PST replied that the 
construction of an O-Train station may provide an opportunity to improve the pedestrian connection. 
JS noted that the O-Train bridge over Hunt Club will need to be replaced to accommodate conversion 
to twin-track electric LRT and the eventual widening of Hunt Club Road. He suggested that the 
replacement be done now to avoid O-Train service disruption. 
 

 

 Lester Road Grade Separation 
PST noted that options that would place the rail or road below grade are not feasible in the study area 
due to the high water table. He also noted that the pathway plan associated with the N-S LRT EA 
included at-grade pathway crossings that looped away from the at-grade rail crossings. The plan 
developed as part of this study will include grade-separated pathway crossings immediately adjacent to 
the rail line. 
PST explained that the Recommended Plan must ensure no net loss of wetland function, so the study 
will seek to minimize impacts to the adjacent Lester Provincially Significant Wetland (PSW). The design 
of Option 1 (O-Train/LRT and freight tracks along with MUP over road) must use 2% approach grades 
in accordance with freight rail design criteria. Option 2 (freight at grade, O-Train/MUP over road) may 
permit transit vehicle grades of up to 4%. Increasing the grades will permit shorter approach 
embankments, reducing costs and wetland impacts, and the study team is therefore discussing 
appropriate grades with the City. Option 3 (road over rail) results in the greatest impacts to the PSW as 
well as to the Airport SWM pond located in the southwest quadrant of the crossing. Option 2 is 
preferred as it minimizes wetland impacts. As the study moves forward, the study team will examine 
ways to reduce the impact from what is shown. 
 
PSD asked why all the crossings cannot be at grade. PST replied that the O-Train’s operating 
regulations do not permit at-grade crossings. 
 
PSD asked whether wildlife crossings would be incorporated into the grade separations. 
PST and CS replied that the NCC has requested that crossings for turtles, muskrats and other small 
wildlife be included at the Lester Road location, so these will be included in this study or the Lester 
Road/Airport Parkway Widening EA, as appropriate. The NCC also requested a crossing location for 
deer, moose and larger animals as part of the Greenbelt linkage south of Leitrim station, which will be 
included in the Recommended Plan for the O-Train extension. 
PSD and KS noted that deer and coyote crossings should also be considered at Lester, Leitrim and the 
Airport Parkway, as residents have observed these animals in the area and providing crossings would 
be safer (for motorists and wildlife) than forcing wildlife to cross the road. 
 
GD asked how the footprint of a widened Lester Road would compare to the “road-over” option shown. 
CS replied that this has not yet been determined, but the Lester Road widening EA may involve a more 
direct connection between Lester Road and the Airport Parkway, and a road-over option may make this 
more complicated. 
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JS was glad to hear grade separation is required, as he did not feel it was appropriate to have frequent 
crossings at a level crossing. However, the occasional crossing at McCarthy road appears to work well. 
So Option 2 seems reasonable. KP added that he did not foresee an issue among Riverside South 
residents with keeping the freight at grade. 
ED noted that keeping the freight at grade makes sense intellectually but may be a hard sell. The long-
run costs of making a freight level crossing feel safe may exceed the costs of grade-separating it. 
 

 Leitrim Road Grade Separation 
PST indicated that Option 2 (road over rail) is preferred as it reduces the long-term throwaway costs of 
complying with runway clearance requirements as outlined in the Airport Zoning Regulations (AZR). To 
mitigate access impacts to Leitrim Road properties caused by the road embankment, rear access can 
be provided using the existing Park and Ride access. The runway is expected to be built on the current 
Leitrim Road alignment in ~2040, with Leitrim Road realigned 400 to 700 m to the south. 
PSD asked about wetland impacts in this location. PST replied that the wetland in this area is 
considered to be less sensitive and will eventually be cleared for runway development. 
 

 

 Leitrim Station 
PST showed the proposed configuration, including pathway access along the east side of the corridor 
connecting to the Osgoode Trail and future NCC pathway network. When the O-Train is converted to 
twin-track electric LRT, pedestrians and cyclists will be able to cross the tracks at grade at the station. 
 

 

 Bowesville Station 
PST indicated that Option 1 (east of Bowesville) is preferred as it reduces the length of the extension 
while providing comparable accessibility to Riverside South and reducing land-use, transportation 
network and ecological impacts. 
PST noted that the City currently has an approved plan to extend BRT from Barrhaven through 
Riverside South to a rail station at Bowesville, with at-grade crossings. As this is not part of the current 
study, bus connections to Bowesville Station will be provided on roads. The Park and Ride is shown 
slightly removed from Bowesville Road to accommodate potential building frontage on Bowesville as 
part of future development on Airport lands. 
Participants had no comments or questions regarding this design element. 
 

 

 Spratt Station 
PST explained that at the request of City staff, the study team considered a terminus station at Spratt 
Road, but it is not recommended at this time as it is unlikely to attract additional riders to justify the 
increased cost.. This station is included as part of the LRT extension to Riverside South. 
Participants had no comments or questions regarding this design element. 
 

 

 Ecological/Pathway Crossing 
PST explained that the NCC has requested a crossing in the Greenbelt Natural Link area that can 
accommodate deer and the occasional moose. There is the opportunity to use this eco-crossing for a 
pathway crossing to connect the NCC pathway, Osgoode Trail pathway and City pathway networks in 
this area. It is likely to be an under-crossing, but the study team will work with the topography in the 
area to propose a design. 
KS asked about the meaning of the green dots on the map shown, which was excerpted from the 
Capital Experiences and Recreation Network map in the NCC’s 2013 Greenbelt Master Plan. Note: the 
green dots indicate a designed scenic route in the Greenbelt Master Plan. 
 

 
 
 
 
Study 
team 

 Airport Link Alignments 
DH reviewed the options and identified Option 4 (tight to EY Centre) as the preferred option because it 
maximizes opportunities to serve the EY Centre/adjacent lands and integrate with a future 
reconfiguration of the Airport Parkway, while minimizing ecological impacts. He noted that Option 5 is 
not preferred because it adds 5-8 minutes of travel time between Riverside South and downtown, is 
complex to build and conflicts with future Airport expansion plans. 
 

 

 Terminal Station Options 
DH identified Option 1 (elevated terminal station) as the preferred option as it increases the visibility 
and convenience of transit thereby enhancing the Capital Arrival Experience as espoused by the NCC, 
and is most compatible with the Airport road network and future terminal expansion plans. 
This option would be on a viaduct from Paul Benoit Driveway to the terminal, arrive at the same level as 
the departures entrance, and use the existing 2

nd
-floor walkways to provide access to the terminal. 
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ED expressed concern about the cost of the Airport station and noted that the piles required may make 
the ground-level area seem claustrophobic. He asked whether the station could be placed on the far 
side of the parking garage, with an improved walkway through the garage. 
DH noted that this would not provide the same Capital Arrival experience or give transit the same 
prominence. It would also be hard to create a straight path across the parking garage due to its internal 
structure. Finally, because of the placement of the sensitive TSB facility north of the parking garage, it 
would not be easier or cheaper to route the line to arrive on the far side of the garage. 
 

 JF asked whether the costs of the Airport Link would be paid by the Airport. 
DH confirmed that the Airport Link is not part of the City-funded affordable plan. However, the study 
team is seeking EA approval for the Airport Link and identifying its costs so the Airport can work with 
potential funding partners to determine whether and how to implement it. 
 
JS said there is a case for low-floor buses providing shuttle service to the Airport. They are cheaper, 
more adaptable, and can be elegantly designed. They would also serve terminals other than the main 
terminal. A transfer station could be implemented at Lester Road and incorporate a Kiss and Ride. 
DH noted that the study team has researched how this option has worked at other airports. In other 
cities, they work if they go to the ultimate destination, usually downtown. A station at Lester Road would 
create multiple transfers. PST added that the N-S LRT EA contemplated a Lester Road station, but it 
was found to be unfeasible due to wetland and footprint considerations. It is therefore not within the 
mandate of the current study. 
 
PSD asked what rail headways are generally provided at other airports. DH replied that they are usually 
between 12 and 15 minutes. 
 
JS and PSD were of the view that the mixed operating model would be confusing for passengers and 
risk leaving them stranded if they missed a connection. 
DH and BN noted that high-quality digital signage would be needed at all stations for the mixed model, 
which is used in Calgary and Vancouver. PST added that the N-S LRT EA heard clearly that a direct 
trip from the Airport to downtown was important to downtown business owners. 
KP asked if the question of whether rail is the best option to serve the Airport is being considered as 
part of this study. Service to the Airport should not come at the expense of service to Riverside South, 
as there is a large suburban community there that should be attracted to transit, not turned away 
through inconvenient service. Transfers can be a significant inconvenience for commuters with strollers 
and bikes, whereas many Airport travellers simply have carry-on. 
DH replied that the study will examine the relative cost of various service models, and also at their 
ability to meet ridership needs. The study’s Recommended Plan will be designed to accommodate all 
options that can meet ridership needs. He noted that any of the branch options will require a pocket 
track at South Keys. 
PST noted that the current study is not seeking EA approval for the operating model, as this approval is 
not required. The study is examining potential operating models in order to ensure the design of the 
Recommended Plan does not preclude them. 
 

 

4. Next Steps 

 Participants encouraged to provide comments on preliminary evaluation of alternatives 

 Study team to refine and finalize evaluation in light of feedback received 

 Public Open House presenting preliminary Recommended Plan Jan 13 and 15, 2015 

 Third and final PCG meeting March 2015 
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1. Introduction 

CS led an introduction of all participants and explained that the study is to be presented as part of the 
Stage 2 package to FEDCO on 29 June and Council on 8 July 2015. 
 

 

2. O-Train Extension Scope and Functional Design Considerations 

PS provided an overview of the project progress to date and outlined the major considerations that 
influenced the development of the functional design of the Recommended plan. Two issues of note that 
emerged during on-going consultations with Capital Rail and OC Transpo were highlighted. First, 
operational modeling was to be carried out based on an expected 10-minute service frequency using a 
design capacity of 260 passengers per vehicle. When combined with new ridership projections 
prepared by the City for the 2031 planning horizon, identified capacity constraints led to the need to 
design the system to operate using 2-car trains from the outset, resulting in stations requiring 70-metre 
passenger platforms. 
 
Secondly, a desire expressed by OC Transpo for a consistent passenger experience throughout the 
City’s rail transit network led to the incorporation of station functional spaces, including provision of 
fare-paid zones, architectural designs and other amenities consistent with those being constructed for 
the Confederation Line project. All grade-separated stations include redundant elevators. 
 
ED asked when the project was expected to be implemented. PS confirmed that all Stage 2 projects 
are currently expected to be operational in 2023. 
BN asked whether Bayview, Carling, Carleton and Greenboro stations would be rebuilt with 70-metre 
platforms. PST confirmed that they would, and that the current study will be seeking approval for it. 
 
BN asked whether the service will operate more frequently than every 10 minutes using the existing 
infrastructure, given that the current expanded Trillium Line service operates on 12-minute frequencies. 
PS confirmed that Capital Rail has indicated that 10-minute service is realistic, but not 8-minute service. 
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3. Presentation and Discussion of Functional Design 

Gladstone 
PS described the key elements of this station design, discussing its configuration and architectural 
features. It will be a grade-separated side-platform station located north of Gladstone, with flexibility to 
integrate the final location with the proposed pedestrian plaza identified in the Gladstone Station District 
CDP and future development. As the existing passing sidings to the north will be extended through this 
station to provide 10-minute service frequencies, both platforms will be required from Day 1. The use of 
side platforms is consistent with the plan identified in the 2006 N-S Corridor LRT EA plan as it does not 
require replacement of the Gladstone overpass. A minimal amount of rock cut to widen the corridor will 
be required, but no additional property is needed as the station sits entirely within existing City land. 
This station will include connections to existing and proposed MUPs, as well as covered bicycle 
parking. The glazed canopy shown over the tracks is optional but provides architectural consistency 
with the Confederation Line as directed by the City. 
 
PSD asked what is envisioned for the transit plaza, noting that transit should not be planned in isolation 
but include businesses/services and be integrated with the community.  
PST and CS confirmed that the city will be able to discuss integration opportunities closer to 
implementation with adjacent developers, who will likely have a role in funding the plaza through 
community benefits under Section 37 of the Planning Act. 
 
JM asked whether a centre platform could be used, to reduce the station-house infrastructure needed. 
PS explained that this configuration would require more extensive rock cut widening and the 
replacement of the Gladstone Avenue overpass. 
 
KB asked how the new double track through the station would line up with the existing passing siding to 
the north. PST confirmed that some track movement would be needed to accommodate track geometry 
requirements, but the double track would essentially be an extension of the existing siding. 
 

 

 Confederation 
PS explained that this station is situated on the north side of Heron Road and will be architecturally and 
functionally similar to Gladstone Station, although with a single track passing through only one side 
platform will be needed. The existing Heron Road overpass will remain, as it will not need to be 
replaced or twinned until the line is converted to twin-track ELRT.  
 
The EPR for this study will show the outline of the full station build-out in order to obtain EA approval 
for the ultimate configuration, as it is in a different location than the one approved under the N-S LRT 
EA. This station will be located within the existing right-of-way and is intended to be implemented when 
adjacent PWGSC land is redeveloped. There will be flexibility within the EA approval for the location to 
shift slightly to integrate with redevelopment but remain close to Heron Road to facilitate transfers 
to/from rapid transit. 
 
BN asked whether the new pathway shown between Heron Road and the Rideau River would be 
implemented as part of the plan. PST confirmed that it would, and that it was originally identified in the 
N-S LRT EA study. 
 
GB asked whether there are plans for a MUP link across the rail bridge into Carleton University. CS 
confirmed that there are, over the long term. 
 
GB noted that it was surprising that this station was to be relocated north of Heron Road, as much of 
the redevelopment that has been publicized is south of Heron. PST explained that PWGSC requested 
that a location north of Heron be evaluated, and that the redevelopment plans for the area may change 
from what has been released to date. This station relocation is expected to occur beyond 2023 and will 
be funded by PWGSC. Additionally, the existing underpass under Heron Road provides comparable 
pedestrian access to many destinations south of Heron. 
 

 
 

 Walkley 
PS explained that this station is situated on the south side of Walkley Road and will be architecturally 
and functionally similar to Confederation Station. Utilizing the existing track, it will include one side 
platform. The second platform and a new Walkley Road overpass will be built when the line is 
converted to twin-track ELRT. Again, the EPR will include the outline of the full build-out of this station 
in order to obtain EA approval for the ultimate configuration, as it is in a different location than the one 
approved under the N-S LRT EA.  
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JM asked whether there will be at-grade access from the Trillium Line platform to the Transitway 
station. PST explained that it would not, due to the presence of the Walkley off-ramp and the low 
demand for this transfer compared with Greenboro or South Keys. There will be more transfers to local 
routes along Walkley Road. 
 

 South Keys 
PS described how this station will at times serve as the terminus of a branch-line service connection to 
the Airport and how that influenced its design. Accordingly, it has been configured with a centre-
platform station with two tracks passing through on either side. A third pocket track has been located to 
the north of the station for short-turn operations. Southbound passengers will always use the west side 
tracks, while northbound passengers will always use the east side tracks, regardless of whether their 
origin/destination is Bowesville or the Airport. The centre platform also permits direct transfers between 
the Airport Link and main line. The station is accessed via an entranceway situated on the north side of 
an extension to the existing pedestrian underpass, leading up to the upper-level platform. The design 
includes a provision for a new freight track to the west of the existing track after LRT conversion, 
although freight will use the same track as DMU Trillium Line vehicles in the near term. 
 
KB expressed support for this station configuration. He asked whether platform extenders were only 
needed at South Keys and Greenboro to accommodate wider freight trains, and whether platforms 
would directly abut the Trillium Line trains at other stations. CS confirmed that this was correct, and that 
any required changes to existing platforms could be done when the platforms are lengthened to 70 m. 
 
JS asked that the design team consider carefully how the full build-out of this station will affect the 
space available for the existing pathway over the Sawmill Creek culvert west of the tracks, as the 
existing configuration is already very tight. Pedestrian safety must be a consideration, and a culvert 
extension should be avoided if possible. 
 
HN asked whether there would be room at stations for passenger pick-up and drop-off, and whether the 
stations were being designed with provisions for pedestrian safety. 
PST replied that CPTED principles would be incorporated into the station designs. OC Transpo did not 
identify pick-up and drop-off zones as a requirement for Gladstone, Confederation and Walkley, but it 
already exists at the South Keys Transitway station and is expected to be maintained. CS added that a 
concurrent study is confirming the required pathway and pedestrian linkages for all Stage 2 projects. 
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 Hunt Club MUP Crossing 
PS explained that the current crossing involves a significant detour to the nearest pedestrian signal on 
Hunt Club, and in response to feedback the study team has designed a grade-separated crossing. This 
will be accessed from the Sawmill Creek Pathway via a new underpass south of South Keys Station, 
which leads out onto a MUP connection to a new prefabricated steel truss bridge immediately east of 
the existing rail bridge. On the south side of Hunt Club Road a continuous MUP is located along the 
east side of the rail corridor extending southerly to Bowesville Station. When additional bridges are built 
in that location to accommodate the future twin-track electric LRT conversion, this bridge can be 
relocated further east. 
 
BN asked why this crossing could not be placed in its ultimate location from the start. PST explained 
that it could, but the future rail bridge is many years away, and in the meantime, this site provides more 
room and does not require modifications to the Transitway ramps. This can be revisited in future design 
phases of this project. 
 
Several participants expressed concern that the proposed bridge is not wide enough to accommodate 
pedestrian and cycling demand, and should be at least as wide as the Airport Parkway bridge, which 
has already seen some pedestrian/cyclist conflicts. It was noted that although MUPs are City policy, 
they are often inadequate for higher-speed commuter cycling. Ottawa should consider following the 
lead of cities like Seoul, which has dedicated cycle paths separate from pedestrian traffic. CS noted 
that the study team is sensitive to cost constraints but will revisit the width of the proposed bridge. 
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 Lester Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the preferred design concept for this crossing included an at-grade freight crossing of 
a four-lane divided Lester Road, with the Trillium Line crossing the road on a two-span structure. 
During functional design, it was determined that costly retaining walls would be needed for this option, 
and that it had been revealed through the Lester Road Widening EA that the road would likely remain 
undivided after widening. It is therefore more feasible in the near term to build a single grade-separated 
span to accommodate both the Trillium Line and freight movements to the NRC-CSTT. To minimize 
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construction impacts, the abutments for this span and the future twin-track span will be built at the 
same time. To minimize wetland impacts, smaller retaining walls will be used to keep the embankment 
footprint entirely within the existing right-of-way. When the line is converted to twin-track electric LRT, a 
second, lighter LRT bridge will be installed on the second abutment. 
 
This option provides several options for freight access after the twin-track electric LRT conversion. The 
freight crossing could be provided at grade, on a separate freight structure, or on the existing bridge if 
suitable agreement can be negotiated between the NRC, the City and the constructor/maintainer of the 
line to accommodate this movement. 
 
A MUP crossing will be provided on a prefab steel bridge east of the rail crossing, initially using the 
abutment identified for the future second rail span. This crossing can be moved further east when the 
line is converted to twin-track electric LRT. The plan incorporates a connection from the continuous 
North-South MUP to a proposed pathway along the north side of Lester Road. 
 
GD asked whether the freight design standards require longer approaches than LRT standards. PST 
replied that they do, but the difference is not significant, as Capital Rail has requested that shallow 
grades be used for all crossings. 
 
ED and KB noted that this design will require the service to be closed for conversion just when it is 
busy, which has happened with the Transitway but has been largely avoided with the Airport Parkway 
overpasses. All abutments should be built to maximum size in the near term, as the extra cost now is 
likely worth the reduced cost and service interruption later. 
PST noted that the current study is seeking EA approval for the full build-out. With respect to phasing, 
the City will likely develop performance standards for the construction and conversion, and the eventual 
constructor will identify the most effective ways to meet them. 
 
HN asked whether the MUP bridges would be accessible. PS replied that all pathway grades would 
meet accessibility standards. 
 

 Leitrim Road Grade Separation 
PS explained that the road will cross over the rail in this location, resulting in embankment footprint 
impacts on Airport and NCC lands. As this structure is likely to be temporary due to future Airport 
expansion requiring the realignment of Leitrim Road to the south, temporary easements (rather than 
acquisitions) may be pursued for these lands, and the structure itself will accommodate a 2-lane 
undivided roadway. 
 
Five properties in the southeast quadrant will also be affected, and the study team has met with each 
owner to inform them of the project and its implications. A new road connection can be provided on City 
land behind the properties, off Gilligan Road, providing direct access to three of the properties. One 
additional landowner will likely wish to sell, while the remaining owner would like to maintain his 
business and will require assistance negotiating access rights through an adjacent property. The City 
will work with these owners as the project progresses to resolve these issues. 
 
KB asked whether the proposed clearance could accommodate a double-decker train, should those be 
required to accommodate future demand instead of additional platform extensions. PST was not aware 
of any such trains in service whose clearance requirements could be verified. 
 
KB asked whether the rail could cross Leitrim Road at grade as it is a temporary crossing. PST noted 
that Capital Rail’s operating rules prohibit level crossings, and Transport Canada has not been 
receptive to them. 
 

 

 Leitrim Station 
PS explained that this station incorporates a shared bus-rail platform and an additional bus-only 
platform, all within a fare-paid zone. It is designed to be architecturally appropriate for a rural context, 
with an at-grade covered crossing of bus lanes and prefab shelters on all platforms. The existing Park 
and Ride will be expanded to 400 spaces in the near term (900 in the long term). The existing Osgoode 
Trail will be shifted east within the corridor and routed through the station, and separated from the rail 
line by a fence. 
 
KB asked what would happen to the existing stormwater management pond after Park and Ride 
expansion. PST confirmed that it will be maintained, although it may need to be relocated on the site. 
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 Ecological/Pathway Crossing 
PS explained that through consultation, the NCC indicated a need to maintain wildlife connectivity 
within the Greenbelt. Situated on the curve where the main line heads towards the west, the design of 
the ecological crossing structure takes advantage of the topography in the area and has an openness 
ratio sufficient to attract larger wildlife such as deer and potentially moose. It also accommodates 
pathway links between the Trillium Line MUP and Osgoode Trail on the east side of the rail line to 
proposed NCC pathways on the north/west side. 
 
PSD asked whether ecological crossings had been considered at Lester and Leitrim roads. CS replied 
that culverts are expected to be included in the Lester Road Widening EA to encourage turtles and 
smaller mammals to cross under the road. At Leitrim, some green verge underneath the grade 
separation will likely provide a crossing point for larger wildlife.  
 

 

 Bowesville Station 
PS explained that this station has a similar look and feel to Leitrim Station, including a similar platform 
configuration and fare-paid zone. However, it will include a more substantial station pavilion to 
accommodate passenger washrooms required under the Ontario Building Code. The pavilion will also 
include rail operator rest facilities, and will be designed to integrate well with potential future 
development on Airport lands. Tail tracks at this station will provide some train storage. 
 
KB asked how this station would integrate with the future Transitway to Barrhaven. PST explained that 
it will cross Bowesville Road at grade and link to Bowesville Station as set out in the Barrhaven – 
Riverside South Rapid Transit study. 
 
BN asked that the routing of the MUP through the Park and Ride be revisited to minimize the number of 
traffic lanes it must cross.  
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 Airport Link Alignment 
PS explained that the recommended alignment has been modified from the previously preferred option 
to maximize the potential development parcels on Airport lands. The Airport Link will diverge from the 
main line north of the existing rail bed, rise up to cross over the Airport Parkway, remain elevated to 
cross Uplands Drive, and return to grade as it enters the Airport. Approximately 500 metres from the 
terminal, depending on the degree to which internal Airport roads are reconfigured, it will begin to climb 
on a viaduct to the Terminal station at the top level of the parking garage. 
 
Following the future widening and realignment of the Airport Parkway, a MUP will extend east from 
Uplands Drive on the south side of the rail alignment and loop south towards Lester Road after it 
crosses the Airport Parkway on the rail overpass. It will also extend west from Uplands Drive to 
terminate at internal Airport roads in advance of the terminal. 
 

 

 Uplands Station 
PS explained that this station will be set back from Uplands Drive to permit a bus loop and EY Centre 
connection. The whole station platform will be elevated on a structure, rather than an embankment, to 
prevent differential settling. The station will also include a large interior area to handle EY Centre event 
traffic. Although a 2-platform design is shown, only one platform may be required if the passing siding 
along the Airport Link does not need to pass through this station. Further work is required to identify the 
passing siding location. There is also flexibility within the EA to consider a centre platform, but 
geometry and capacity considerations may preclude it.  
 
PN noted that the City has an interest in the Airport Link, as it would result in better access to the EY 
Centre. He asked whether additional capacity would be provided on the Airport Link for EY Centre 
events. PST confirmed that this will be contemplated closer to project implementation. 
 

 

 Uplands Grade Separation 
PS explained that the rail will cross over Uplands Drive, and will remain a single track between the 
passing siding and the terminal, even after LRT conversion.  
 

 

 Terminal Station 
PS explained that this station consists of a single platform at the top level of the parking garage, using 
existing internal circulation to provide access to the terminal. It places transit in a visible and convenient 
location. As this station is in an exposed location, it includes a double roof for weather protection. A tail 
track is not included in this location for cost reasons, although it is technically feasible. 
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Item Details Action By 

GD asked about the timing for the Airport Link and Parkway widening. AS replied that the Airport 
Authority is looking for ways to have the Airport Link built alongside the rest of the Stage 2 projects. CS 
confirmed that the northern phase of the Airport Parkway widening is expected to take place in 2018-
19, with the southern segment completed in 2021. 
 

 Walkley Yard 
PS explained that the most economical maintenance and storage option is to expand Walkley Yard to 
accommodate 18 LINT vehicles, and to defer the construction of Bowesville Yard until LRT conversion. 
An additional 0.5 ha of City option lands will be required for the Walkley Yard expansion. The plan 
incorporates a turntable, but this is not required on Day 1. 
 
PSD noted that there is currently an informal pathway along the access road that is used by the 
community with agreement and funding from the City and councillor. This should continue to be 
accommodated following the expansion. PST confirmed that the study team will follow up on this. 
PN suggested that there is an opportunity to connect the north and south segments of Albion Road with 
a MUP crossing as part of this project. CS noted that this is outside the scope of the current study, but 
that it could be included in the Ottawa Cycling Plan. He suggested that residents interested in this 
crossing contact their councillor. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Study 
team 

 Staging 
PS explained that construction of the extension can happen independently of current operations, but 
that new stations and modifications to existing stations/tracks would require service to be shut down. 
Shutdowns over two consecutive summers are likely, with alternative service to be provided by OC 
Transpo route 107. Incentives associated with the construction contract may reduce this duration. 
 
Additional local detours will be required, including a one-season closure of Leitrim Road to build the 
grade separation. A detour is not desirable in this location to avoid additional wetland impacts. 
 
KB suggested that the study team recommend that Earl Armstrong Road be extended to Albion Road 
to offset the traffic impacts of closing Leitrim, either temporarily or permanently. A permanent closure of 
Leitrim would eliminate the need to build the Leitrim grade separation. 
PST noted that this extension could be considered an enabling work for the construction of the grade 
separation, and the study team will therefore identify it as a potential traffic mitigation measure in the 
Environmental Project Report to highlight it for future phases of project implementation. The City would 
need to undertake further analysis, much of which is outside the scope of this project, before a 
recommendation could be made regarding the permanent closure of Leitrim Road.  
KP was of the view that Leitrim Road is required for effective access to Findlay Creek. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Study 
team 

 Future Work 
PS explained that the Recommended Plan will need to be reconciled with the Airport Zoning 
Regulations, likely after the current EA is completed. 
 
PS noted that the TMP ridership is based on 8-minute service frequencies and single LINT vehicles. 
Recent experience suggests that this is not feasible without additional infrastructure, so the study has 
assumed 10-minute frequencies with 2-car trains. This assumption will be revisited as the project 
moves forward, but the EA will seek approval for the largest potential impact. 
 
PS explained that the current LINT vehicles are among the last to be produced without crash 
management, and all new ones have it. Through consultation, Transport Canada has expressed the 
opinion that it will likely permit the operation of a mixed fleet, but additional risk assessment and safety 
management must be done closer to implementation. 
 

 

4. Next Steps 

 As requested, study team to provide participants with an additional summary of the project 
and recommended functional design, in addition to the meeting materials 

 Participants encouraged to share these materials within their community organizations 
(although not with the media at this time) to gather feedback and provide comments on the 
recommended functional design 

 Study team to refine and finalize functional design in light of feedback received 

 Presentation to FEDCO on 29 June and Council on 8 July 2015; public delegations welcome 

 TPAP to begin shortly after Council approval, with completion anticipated Dec 2015 / Jan 2016 
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Trillium Line – Public Comment Summary Table 

No. Comment Frequency How it was addressed 

1. General Comments on the Recommended Plan 

1.1 I support the plan in general. 18 Comment noted. 

1.2 The plan should be built as soon as possible. 9 Comment noted. 

1.3 This plan is better than the 2004-06 version.  1 Comment noted. 

1.4 
It is extremely important that people begin to see transit as the preferred method of transportation 
(over single-occupied vehicles). We must adapt our cities to become less car-dependent and reduce 
emissions. 

2 
Comment noted. An objective of this study is to reduce car dependency by extending rapid transit services and 
fostering a greater transit mode share within the City of Ottawa. 

1.5 
This plan should be made compatible with an extension across the Ottawa River to Gatineau, 
potentially using the existing rail bridge. This should be built as soon as possible. 

6 
An extension to Gatineau is included in the TMP ultimate network, but not the affordable network. The current EA plan 
will not preclude a potential future crossing. 

1.6 

In the very near term, the line should be extended to Leitrim Station only. This could be done without 
shutting down the existing service and would require fewer stations, passing tracks, and trains, as well 
as less new track and new land. It would still provide significantly increased ridership from Hunt Club, 
Findlay Creek and Riverside South, while reducing the pressure on the Greenboro Park and Ride and 
making some Route 99 buses available for re-deployment elsewhere. 

8 
Council has identified the full extension to Bowesville as a key component of the priority Stage 2 rail plan. An interim 
extension to Leitrim could be examined as a staging scenario, dependent on funding availability. It is noted that in 
accordance with Transport Canada regulations, grade separations are required at all roadway crossings. 

1.7 
The line should be extended into Riverside South now, to better serve the community and allow new 
residents to use it as soon as they move in. 

3 

Work undertaken for the 2013 TMP update determined that an extension to Bowesville Station is the most cost-
effective way of providing service to Riverside South to 2031. Rail transit cannot be extended into Riverside South 
using the existing diesel multiple unit (DMU) technology as it requires grade-separated road crossings, which are 
incompatible with Riverside South’s urban environment; cannot negotiate the tight curves along the transit corridor 
identified for Riverside South; and will result in significant noise issues for nearby residents. Immediate conversion to 
LRT is costly and not required to meet travel demand to 2031. 

1.8 The line should be extended to Barrhaven Town Centre, as contemplated in the N-S LRT EA. 1 
Work undertaken for the 2008 TMP determined that BRT was the most cost-effective way to meet travel demand 
between Barrhaven Town Centre and Riverside South Town Centre. The 2013 Barrhaven – Riverside South Rapid 
Transit (BRRT) study identified an LRT/BRT transfer facility in the Riverside South Town Centre. 

1.9 
The Study Team should consider having some trains run north to Bayview and turn east downtown. 
This will reduce the number of transfers. 

2 
The transfer at Bayview is required due to differences between diesel and electric LRT technology. This issue will be 
examined in the future, when the line is converted to electric LRT. 

1.10 
The plan should incorporate a single line serving the Airport, then running underneath the Airport to 
serve Riverside South. This would eliminate branching/transfers and bring the line closer to the 
population it is intended to serve. 

6 
This option was considered as part of the N-S LRT EA and not carried forward due to security and cost issues 
associated with tunnelling underneath the Airport. 

1.11 
The plan should be made compatible with transit service along the VIA tracks between Confederation 
and Barrhaven, or between Confederation and Kanata. 

3 
This option was examined as part of the 2008 TMP update and eliminated from consideration, as it introduces 
regulatory and scheduling complications and requires a significant number of grade separations. In addition, the 
location of the line does not adequately serve major ridership hubs. 

1.12 

The Study Team should consider building the line to use electric trains south of South Keys Station 
and having riders transfer to the diesel trains to go north of there. This would eliminate the need for 
grade separations at Lester and Leitrim and allow the line to be extended into Riverside South right 
away. This line could use the same vehicles as the Confederation Line. 

2 
This solution would eliminate the potential for direct service to both Bowesville and the Airport and would require the 
immediate construction of a new maintenance and storage facility south of South Keys, likely near Bowesville Station. 
In addition, this solution would complicate the design of South Keys station, where space is limited. 

1.13 
As the proposed Trillium Line will pass very close to the Rideau Carleton Raceway and potential 
casino, the study team should consider a short spur line to this destination. This might inspire more 
funding for the line from the province. 

1 
As the largest potential ridership identified in the TMP is expected to come from Riverside South, the line has been 
planned to turn towards this community. The potential ridership generated by a Casino is too low for rail service to be 
a cost-effective proposition. 

1.14 
Carleton University accounts for the highest volume of O-Train passengers and is already over 
capacity. Is the study team working with the University to see which areas will house more students? 
Easy access to the Airport should also be part of this planning. 

1 
Service frequency on the O-Train line has already been increased to accommodate high demand. The City and OC 
Transpo monitor ridership levels across the city in order to adapt service for high-demand locations and times. 

1.15 
The level crossing with the VIA Rail line south of Confederation Station is a safety hazard, as both 
Trillium Line and VIA frequencies increase. This crossing should be grade-separated to prevent a 
potentially serious rail collision. 

1 Comment noted. 

1.16 
The Trillium Line needs an internal road to service emergency evacuations from disabled equipment, 
with a fast response plan. 

1 Comment noted. 
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No. Comment Frequency How it was addressed 

1.17 
The private service road leading to Ottawa South Pumping Station, off Alert Road, can be closed at 
the Alert end since it continues through to Albion Road. Alternatively, if use of the road is very light, it 
might be acceptable for vehicles to use the MUP along the east of the tracks from Lester. 

1 
This road is an Airport emergency route and cannot be closed at the Alert end. As the road cannot be closed and the 
MUP is an exclusive pedestrian and cycling route, vehicles will continue to use the road instead of the MUP. 

1.18 
The plan should be separated from the broader Stage 2 project to allow it to be implemented faster, as 
its EA and funding processes seem to be further advanced than the western and eastern extensions. 

1 
The City is continuing to follow Council direction to include the Trillium Line extension as part of the Stage 2 LRT 
initiative. Both senior governments have already signalled that they will contribute to Stage 2 and preliminary 
engineering work is already underway. 

1.19 
The plan could also highlight where the next corridor extensions could easily be added, such as on the 
rail lines the City preserved out to Bells Corner and Kanata North; or Manotick; or crossing the 
Strandherd bridge to Barrhaven. 

1 
Comment noted. The City has examined various options for future rail transit extension and has set out the preferred 
long-term vision for rapid transit in the 2013 TMP. 

2. Study Process 

2.1 Not enough information has been provided on EY Centre and Airport/NRC approvals. 1 

The Ottawa Macdonald-Cartier International Airport Authority (OMCIAA) controls several parcels of land along the 
main line and Airport Link south of South Keys. As a partner in the project, they are closely involved in the study 
progress and have the opportunity to provide approvals in principle as required. Formal land use agreements are 
required at later stages of the project and will be determined in consultation with the Airport and Transport Canada. 
The EY Centre and NRC are situated on Airport lands and are therefore members of the Agency and Business 
Consultation Groups for this project. Accordingly, they have regular opportunities to review the study process and 
identify any issues that may arise. 

2.2 
The study timeline indicated approval by the Minister in December 2015. Which Minister? Rail is a 
federal issue, but the province is also involved. 

1 
As a municipal endeavour, this project requires provincial EA approval, and the provincial Minister of the Environment 
will issue the decision regarding this EA. The study is following the Transit Project Assessment Process.   

2.3 
More information on these plans should be provided online. Transit riders have been looking for it for 
years. 

1 
Information on the current study is available at ottawa.ca/trilliumline. At the conclusion of the study, information on 
next steps will be provided by the City as it becomes available. 

3. Gladstone Station 

3.1 I support a new station at Gladstone. 4 Comment noted. 

3.2 
If the Gladstone overpass is near the end of its service life, the station should be centred on 
Gladstone, as this option will provide better passenger access. 

2 Comment noted. There are affordability concerns associated with placing a station underneath the overpass. 

3.3 
The only logical place to put this station is underneath Gladstone Avenue, to provide access from both 
sides of the street. Safety is not a concern, as numerous Transitway stops were built under a roadway. 

1 Comment noted. There are affordability concerns associated with placing a station underneath the overpass. 

3.4 
It is important to provide a good pedestrian connection between Gladstone Station and Preston Street, 
perhaps including a pedestrian bridge over the Trillium Line between Gladstone and Somerset. The 
station plaza should continue east all the way to Preston Street. 

1 
Comment noted. The draft Gladstone CDP envisions a future pedestrian bridge between Gladstone and Somerset. 
The CDP also consulted with community stakeholders to determine an appropriate size and location for the station 
plaza. 

3.5 It is important to ensure safe pedestrian crossings of Gladstone at the station. 1 
The functional design developed as part of the Recommended Plan identifies pedestrian crossings at Gladstone. 
These crossings will be developed further during the preliminary and detailed design stages of the project. 

3.6 
This station should be built with twin tracks that connect to the main line and passing tracks to the 
north, to permit efficient train operations. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

4. Confederation Station 

4.1 
I support moving Confederation Station to the other side of Heron Road if cost is not an issue for the 
City and if it will serve the future community better. 

1 Comment noted. 

4.2 
Future development in the station area seems too far off to justify moving the station at this time. Even 
if redevelopment occurs, it is a short walk from the existing station. 

5 
The station will not be moved until redevelopment north of Heron Road offers the potential for a relocated station to 
better serve the community. As the existing station is in an isolated location, a new location will offer improved 
pedestrian connections. 

4.3 PWGSC should be responsible for the cost of moving the station. 1 Comment noted. 

4.4 
The station should be placed under the overpass. This will be more expensive, but the overpass will 
need to be replaced in the future anyway. Safety is not a concern, as numerous Transitway stops were 
built under a roadway. 

2 Comment noted. There are affordability concerns associated with placing a station underneath the overpass. 

4.5 
Any relocation of this station should be designed for convenient transfers to/from Heron Road bus 
routes. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 
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No. Comment Frequency How it was addressed 

4.6 
To help cover any increased costs associated with building the station close to Heron Road to facilitate 
bus transfers, the City could consider building the station as part of a mini-mall near Heron Road, and 
recoup construction costs through rent. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

4.7 Any relocation of this station must include good pedestrian access through the existing underpass. 1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

4.8 
Any redesign of this station would be well served by an underground tunnel allowing pedestrians to 
easily move to/from bus stops on the north side of Heron. 

1 
Comment noted. Although the cost of a separate tunnel would be prohibitive, the station design will include convenient 
pedestrian access between the north and south sides of Heron Road. 

4.9 
This station should incorporate a Kiss and Ride drop-off area accessible from Heron Road, so that 
drivers do not stop on Heron to let passengers out. Enforcing no-stopping zones without a designated 
stopping zone will simply inconvenience potential passengers and negatively affect ridership. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

4.10 
To eliminate confusion for visitors to Ottawa, this station should be re-named, as it is not on the 
Confederation Line. “Riverside Park” would be an appropriate name. 

2 Comment noted. 

5. Walkley Station 

5.1 I support a new station at Walkley. 5 Comment noted. 

5.2 
A station at Walkley will significantly improve travel times from this area to the west end, as it will 
eliminate the need to take a bus through downtown. 

1 Comment noted. 

5.3 
A platform on the east side of the track might allow for a long ramp to be added parallel to Walkley 
Road, similar to Confederation Station access; which could provide the redundant access required. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

5.4 
The station should be placed under the overpass. This will be more expensive, but it will provide better 
station access. The overpass will need to be replaced soon anyway. Safety is not a concern, as 
numerous Transitway stops were built under a roadway. 

3 Comment noted. There are affordability concerns associated with placing a station underneath the overpass. 

5.5 
There appear to be safety concerns associated with requiring users to cross Walkley off-ramp and 
Walkley Road to reach an elevator. However, the recommended option is financially prudent and 
closer to the hotel/condo complex. 

 All crossings of Walkley Road can be made using signalized pedestrian crosswalks. 

5.6 
Car traffic at Walkley Station should be reduced to two lanes to allow safe passenger drop-off areas 
and safe walking/cycling approaches from both east and west. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

5.7 
This station should incorporate a Kiss and Ride drop-off area accessible from Walkley Road, so that 
drivers do not stop on Walkley to let passengers out. Enforcing no-stopping zones without a 
designated stopping zone will simply inconvenience potential passengers and reduce ridership. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

5.8 
Good platforms should be provided at Walkley Station for local bus transfers. Currently, buses often 
fail to stop for waiting passengers. 

1 Comment noted. 

5.9 
Why is Kaladar Park being shut out of Trillium Line? The passing track has been installed between 
Confederation Station and the proposed Walkley Station, but pedestrian access from Kaladar Park to 
Walkley Station is non-existent. 

1 Comment noted. 

5.10 
The City should not add a station at Walkley so close to South Keys, as this link is already served by 
the Transitway and it will slow down travel times from Riverside South, negating the benefits of the 
extension. 

1 Comment noted. 

6. South Keys Station 

6.1 I support a new station at South Keys. 2 Comment noted. 

6.2 
It is essential that a South Keys transfer to/from the Airport Link be an easy cross-platform change (no 
stairs, elevator etc,) otherwise people will not use the service. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

6.3 
I am pleased with the proposed station configuration. A second track is required at that location to 
allow for passing trains and efficient transfers between branches. 

3 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

6.4 
The Study Team should consider moving South Keys Station further south so it is adjacent to Hunt 
Club Road, providing better access for bus transfers and car drop-off. 

1 
Bus transfers in this location currently take place at South Keys Station, rather than along Hunt Club Road. Station 
access must also consider walking distance from station to existing and future destinations within South Keys 
shopping centre, which is identified for future transit-oriented development. 

6.5 Will Park and Ride be maintained at South Keys? 1 Park and Ride is currently prohibited at South Keys. The existing Greenboro Park and Ride will be maintained. 
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No. Comment Frequency How it was addressed 

7. Lester Road Grade Separation 

7.1 I support the preferred option at Lester Road. 1 Comment noted. 

7.2 The freight rail crossing at Lester Road should not be at grade. 1 The low number of freight crossings per year does not warrant the expense of a grade separated crossing. 

7.3 
I am concerned that the Lester overpass is being built in a swamp, as it will likely result in cost 
overruns. 

1 
Impacts to the surrounding wetlands must be minimized as part of this project. The Recommended Plan will minimize 
these impacts to the greatest extent possible in a cost-effective manner. Ground conditions in the area are known and 
will be considered during the functional design. 

7.4 
It is not clear that the recommended option will be less expensive than simply putting all tracks on a 
structure over the road. 

1 
Preliminary cost estimates indicate that keeping the freight at grade will significantly reduce the cost of the structure 
and costs associated with minimizing environmental impacts to the wetland. 

8. Leitrim Road Grade Separation 

8.1 I support the preferred option at Leitrim Road. 1 Comment noted. 

8.2 
I am concerned that the 2.5% grade at Leitrim Road will cause unnecessary future limitations. The 
grade change should be more limited. 

1 
The recommended grade has been selected to meet City and vehicle requirements and strike the best balance 
between service flexibility and footprint impacts. 

8.3 The preferred option has unacceptable impacts on property access. 1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

8.4 The preferred option blocks wildlife movement across Leitrim Road. 1 Comment noted.  

8.5 
The preferred option will need to be removed when the Airport’s new runway is built and Leitrim is 
realigned; it appears to be a throwaway cost. 

1 
The Study Team recognizes that this grade separation may only be in place for the short term.  This option was 
chosen because it has a relatively low cost and will allow the realignment of Leitrim Road with no changes to the rail 
line. 

8.6 

Leitrim Road should be realigned now, eliminating the throwaway cost of a Leitrim grade separation 
and permitting development on Airport lands along a realigned Leitrim and re-opened High Road. 
Trillium Line tracks could be kept at the same elevation through the ridge, allowing High Road and a 
MUP to cross over top. If High Road is reopened, Bowesville Road can be closed, eliminating the need 
for another grade separation. 

1 
The realignment of Leitrim Road will require an environmental assessment process that has yet to begin. The high 
water table in the study area will limit the potential for cut sections of track. 

9. Leitrim Station 

9.1 
The station should be moved slightly north so that it is more centered on the path which comes from 
the Park & Ride. 

1 Path shown is conceptual. Passenger distribution may also be a consideration. [refer to final Recommended Plan] 

10. Bowesville Station 

10.1 I support the preferred option at Bowesville Station. 1 Comment noted. 

10.2 Bowesville Station should be east of Bowesville Road to permit N-S through traffic on Bowesville. 1 Comment noted. 

10.3 
Bowesville Station should be west of Bowesville Road to get the station as close to Riverside South as 
possible and be compatible with the Barrhaven-Riverside South Rapid Transit plan. 

 

Given that station access is exclusively from Bowesville Road, it makes no difference to users what side of the road 
the station is on. However, eliminating a grade separation results in significant cost savings. This is not a significant 
departure from the plan approved as part of BRRT. 
 

10.4 Size of Park and Ride seems excessive and seems to encourage a car focus. 1 
Size was determined as part of citywide study evaluating future travel demand. Intent is to minimize number of cars 
travelling into downtown core by facilitating a switch to transit. 

10.5 
Bowesville Station does not seem appropriate at this stage. People will not be interested in using the 
Park and Ride. It seems to make more sense to extend the line into Riverside South instead of 
building stations at Leitrim and Bowesville. 

1 
The line cannot be extended into Riverside South prior to electrification, as there are technical and regulatory barriers 
to building a diesel rail line in a transit-oriented, urban context [see item 1.X]. Modelling work completed as part of the 
2013 TMP update indicates travel demand that will support a Park and Ride at Bowesville. 

10.6 Not clear what destinations are being served by the O-Train south of South Keys. 1 
The Trillium Line is being extended to Leitrim and Bowesville to provide rapid transit service to and from downtown for 
residents of the adjacent communities as well as commuters from areas south of the City. 

10.7 

The City should include a grade-separated crossing at Bowesville allowing the Trillium Line to extend 
to the northern edge of Earl Armstrong Road. This would make the southern end of the Trillium Line 
easier to access by OC Transpo buses and residents, and would enable the City to truthfully state that 
the Trillium Line is being extended to Riverside South. 

1 

Extending the diesel technology further to Earl Armstrong Road would require a costly grade separation of Bowesville 
Road, and would also require changes to the existing N-S electric LRT EA to accommodate wider vehicle widths and 
higher station platform heights (necessitating longer access ramps) as well as increased noise, air quality and 
vibration impacts.  At this time, the staff position is that the diesel extension  is an affordable interim solution and in the 
fullness of time the line will be electrified which will be the best way to integrate the corridor with the community. 

11. General Comments on Airport Link 

11.1 I am pleased with the plans for the Airport Link. 5 Comment noted. 
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11.2 Airport rail service is an important element of this plan and should be built as soon as possible. 10 Comment noted. 

11.3 The Airport Link will compromise rail service to and from communities in south Ottawa. 1 The operating model will be chosen to provide the best possible service to Riverside South. 

11.4 
The proposed alignments (branch lines) provide poor access for passengers wishing to travel between 
Bowesville and the Airport, because they are required to transfer. 

2 
The recommended operating model has been chosen to minimize transfers at the peak periods associated with each 
destination. 

11.5 
The Study Team should consider a wye at the Main Line – Airport Link junction, so that trains can run 
directly between Bowesville and the Airport, and from Bayview to Bowesville via the Airport. 

3 
 

Passenger demand between Bowesville and the Airport is projected to be too low to make a Bowesville-Airport 
service viable. Passenger delay (5-8 minutes) is likely too long to make an Airport Loop service viable. 

11.6 
As not all airline travellers are going to/from north of the Airport, a shuttle service from Park and Rides, 
operated by the Airport Authority on a user-pay basis, would be more cost-effective and serve a 
greater number of potential users. 

1 Comment noted. 

11.7 The Airport and EY Centre should contribute to the cost of the Airport Link. 2 Comment noted. 

11.8 As a taxpayer, I support funding for the Airport Link.  1 Comment noted. 

11.9 The Airport Link will be both more reliable and more affordable than taxi service from downtown. 1 Comment noted. 

11.10 
To be a viable option for travellers to/from Vanier, the Airport Link would need to be faster than the 
current bus travel time of 45 minutes and 1 connection. 

1 Comment noted. 

11.11 
After Airport rail service is implemented, bus service options to Kanata, Orleans and Barrhaven should 
be implemented. 

1 
Ridership numbers are unlikely to support direct service between the Airport and these areas. South Keys Station is 
intended to act as the transfer point for service east, west and south. 

11.12 

The proposed Airport Parkway and Lester Road realignments should be built before the rail, to 
minimize construction delays along the rail line and promote adjacent development as envisioned by 
the Airport. An interim diesel line could then be built along the existing Airport Parkway. The ultimate 
rail line adjacent to the realigned Airport Parkway can be built after electrification, which would 
eliminate the need for grade separations and preserve the continuity of the road network. 

1 
The City intends to extend rail in advance of the road as an incentive for transit use. An interim diesel line would also 
require grade separations at Uplands and the Airport Parkway and would not make effective use of the existing rail 
corridor. 

12. EY Centre Station 

12.1 
The station near the EY Centre should be as close to the building as possible, and incorporate 
covered/enclosed walkways to encourage use. 

1 
The EY Centre station is being planned in conjunction with the proposed Airport Parkway realignment and the 
potential expansion of the EY Centre. Pedestrian access to the EY Centre is a significant consideration in this 
planning. 

13. Airport Terminal Station 

13.1 I like the idea of an elevated Airport Terminal station. 1 Comment noted. 

13.2 
It is important for the Airport terminal station to be located at the terminal building. Users should not 
need to walk a long distance to reach the terminal. 

3 Comment noted. 

13.3 
It is important for the Airport Terminal station to have a fully enclosed, climate-controlled link to the 
terminal building. 

1 Comment noted. 

13.4 

The Airport Terminal station should be on the terminal side of the tracks. This would permit users to 
access departures directly by crossing the road, or going down one level and using the elevated 
walkway. Users will expect to be able to arrive by train and go directly to departures without carrying 
luggage down stairs. 

1 Comment noted. 

13.5 Placement of the Terminal station on the departures level may make it less visible to arriving tourists. 1 Comment noted. 

13.6 
The Airport Terminal station only needs to serve the main terminal, as Transport Canada regulations 
now require that all carriers process their passengers and crew through the central terminal. 

1 Comment noted. 

14. Operating Model 

14.1 
I am concerned that the expanded plan cannot actually deliver 8-minute service frequency, as the 
most recent announcements have indicated 9-minute frequency along the main line, without Gladstone 
and Walkley stops. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

14.2 
I support the mixed operating model. Bowesville should have priority at rush hour, with Airport priority 
at other times. It is smart planning and a good compromise given the constraints. 

3 Comment noted. 

14.3 
I support the dual service overlay, because it does not require transfers to reach the Airport at any time 
of day. 

3 Comment noted. 
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14.4 Airport passengers should not need to transfer to another train. Direct service should be required. 3 Comment noted. 

14.5 I am concerned that the mixed operating model will be confusing for riders. 2 
If the mixed operating model is chosen, train and station signage and published schedules will communicate the 
required information. 

15. Pathways and Pedestrian/Cycling Connectivity 

15.1 A MUP along the corridor is a good idea. 1 Comment noted. Current City policy is to provide MUPs along rapid transit corridors. 

15.2 A better connection is needed between Bayview Station and the Ottawa River Pathway. 1 
A new pathway between Bayview Station and the river was opened in 2013. Additional pathways on the east side of 
the current bus station are outside the scope of this project. 

15.3 
Consideration should be given to integration and potential expansion of the existing north-south O-
Train pathway. 

2 Comment noted. 

15.4 Future MUPs should be the same as the existing one in terms of design, lighting, and snow removal. 1 Comment noted. 

15.5 I support a MUP on both sides of the corridor near Gladstone. 1 
The Gladstone Station District CDP envisions a MUP on the west side of the corridor. The City will require private 
developers of these parcels to include it in their site plans. 

15.6 
Carling Station should be placed underneath the overpass, providing access from both sides of the 
street. Safety is not a concern, as numerous Transitway stops were built under a roadway. 

1 Modifications to Carling Station are beyond the scope of this project. 

15.7 
A better pedestrian/cycling connection should be provided in front of the O-Train station at Carling 
Avenue, as crossing Carling in that location is difficult. This project should take advantage of the 
opportunity to improve the rail-bus transfer at Carling Station. 

3 Modifications to Carling Station are beyond the scope of this project. 

15.8 The rail bridge over the Rideau River should be widened and include a MUP connection. 1 Comment noted. 

15.9 
It seems unnecessary and shortsighted for the MUP to cross to the east side of the rail line between 
Confederation Station and the Rideau River. Consider moving it to the west side. 

1 Comment noted. 

15.10 There should be a MUP connection between Sawmill Creek and Greenboro Station. 1 Modifications to Greenboro Station are beyond the scope of this project. 

15.11 
The lack of dedicated MUP crossing at Hunt Club is dangerous. Pedestrians and cyclists will not take 
the detour shown in the plan. If there is no room on the rail structure, consider using the Transitway 
bridge, with access from the South Keys underpass. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

15.12 
The proposed Hunt Club crossing is unacceptable. Better options include cantilevering a MUP beside 
the existing rail line on the existing bridge (preferred) or installing a pedestrian crossing at the 
intersection underneath the existing bridge.  

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

15.13 
Completing a MUP link between the existing MUP that ends at Hunt Club and the Osgoode Trail that 
ends at Leitrim should be a high priority. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

15.14 

The south area is rural in heritage. There is a horse facility off Albion near Lester [Greenbelt Riding 
School], which currently has pathway access. Any MUP bridge should include a means to get to 
ground level and cross at a light or when the way is clear. Otherwise, a safety barrier 3 m high is 
needed. An access ramp on either side would also provide pathway access from people from the 
Albion/Lester area. Bollards would need to be wide enough to allow a horse to pass. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

15.15 
I like the idea of extending the pathway to Bowesville, but it is important that this pathway be well-
maintained and monitored for safety purposes. 

1 Comment noted. 

15.16 
The design will need to consider safety on the multi-use pathways, particularly at road intersections, 
and how they will connect with other paths. 

1 Comment noted. 

16. Environmental Impacts 

16.1 
I expect more rigorous analysis of impacts on wetlands, creeks and forested areas than was presented 
at the Public Open House. There should be more to this EA than where to put the platform. 

1 

The evaluation of alternatives has considered any significant differences in environmental impacts between 
alternatives. The functional design will include a full analysis of all environmental impacts and proposed mitigation 
measures. The evaluation and analysis will be fully documented in the Environmental Project Report to be made 
available for public review during the TPAP. 

16.2 I am concerned about preserving and enhancing connectivity for wildlife. 1 
The Study Team is working with the NCC to provide appropriate wildlife crossing facilities within the Greenbelt. 
Appropriate crossings for wetland animals, as identified by the City, will be provided in the vicinity of Lester Road. 
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16.3 I am concerned about potential impacts to wetlands of the Main Line and/or Airport Link. 1 
The Recommended Plan minimizes wetland impacts and includes mitigation measures for any remaining impacts. 
These are documented in Section 8.0 of the EPR. 

16.4 
Study team should be aware that MNR has a report that implies a larger Lester Road wetland than the 
currently designated PSW. 

1 Comment noted. 

16.5 
As the current diesel trains are very quiet, noise should not be considered a valid argument against 
diesel 

1 Comment noted. 

17. Maintenance Yard 

17.1 There does not appear to be a need to take land for a yard at Bowesville. 1 
The Study Team is working with Capital Rail to determine a preferred maintenance yard solution, which may be 
located at Bowesville. The recommended option will be documented in the Recommended Plan. 

17.2 Bowesville yard should be built as soon as possible, as it will save lease payments to the CPR. 1 
The Study Team is working with Capital Rail to determine a preferred maintenance yard solution, which may be 
located at Bowesville. The recommended option will be documented in the Recommended Plan. 

18. Station Design Considerations 

18.1 Designs should incorporate pleasant approaches to each station on foot or by bicycle. 1 Comment noted. Pedestrian and cycling connectivity is a major consideration in the functional design of each station. 

18.2 Real-time notification of service disruptions should be provided. 1 Comment noted.  

18.3 Each station should incorporate a passenger drop-off area. 1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

18.4 Station design must consider weather protection, including for people transferring from buses. 1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

18.5 There should be a well-planned bus/train transfer process at all stations. 1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

18.6 Washrooms should be provided at major stations. 1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

18.7 Stations should have cameras and be monitored in an obvious way, so off-peak users feel safe. 1 
Comment noted. Stations will be designed according to CPTED principles and be monitored according to OC Transpo 
standards. 

18.8 
Stations and facilities should be truly accessible for those with mobility limitations, rather than “pretend 
accessible.” 

1 
Comment noted. Stations and associated facilities will be designed in accordance with the City of Ottawa’s 
accessibility guidelines and the provincial Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA). 

19. Tracks and Passing Sidings 

19.1 Where will passing sidings be located? How much of the line will be single track? 2 Passing siding locations will be determined as part of the functional design. 

19.2 The entire Trillium Line should be double-tracked to optimize service frequency and reliability. 2 
Modelling undertaken as part of the 2013 TMP update found that 2031 travel demand can be met using a single-track 
line with passing sidings. A fully double-tracked line is not considered cost-effective at this time. 

19.3 
Passing sidings at Walkley and Gladstone should be extended to permit dual-platform stations at 
Walkley and Gladstone. This would reduce the potential for one train’s delays to affect the other. 

1 
The location of passing sidings will be determined during functional design to permit the desired operating frequency 
with appropriate extra capacity to reduce delay. 

19.4 

The ‘flip-up extenders’ to be used along the Greenboro and South Keys Station platforms increase the 
amount of manual labour required when a freight train is to pass and limit them to overnight trips only. 
The Study Team should consider adding a separate gauntlet track or adding additional switches and 
passing tracks at the stations. 

1 Comment noted and under review as part of the functional design. 

19.5 
No passing sidings are shown south of Greenboro Station. Is it correct to assume that the future 
frequency of 8 minutes will not apply south of Greenboro Station? 

1 
Passing siding locations will be determined as part of the functional design to provide 8-minute service frequency to 
Bowesville. 

20. Future Conversion to Electric LRT 

20.1 Study Team should consider electrifying the line now, rather than in the future. 2 
Electrification will require significant infrastructure investment and is not required to meet projected 2031 transit travel 
demand. It is considered a long-term solution. 

20.2 
Initial implementation of the Recommended Plan should be designed to minimize throwaway costs 
when the line is converted to twin-track electric LRT. 

1 Throwaway costs were considered in the evaluation of alternatives. 

20.3 Once electrified, the Trillium Line should be fully integrated with the Confederation Line. 1 This issue will be examined in the future, when the line is converted to electric LRT. 

20.4 There does not appear to be an easy way to electrify the line without an extensive service shutdown.  2 Comment noted. 

20.5 
If electrification is prohibitive, the Study Team should plan to accommodate 2-car trains to provide 
enough capacity. This may require reconstruction of existing stations. 

1 
The Recommended Plan includes sufficient platform space to permit their potential future expansion to accommodate 
larger trains. 
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20.6 
The City should maintain diesel rail, and not convert to electric LRT, to minimize cost and increase 
flexibility. 

1 Comment noted. 

21. Other Comments 

21.1 
The City should not be funding expanded roads to the Airport when a well-built transit system could 
accommodate these travellers. It is not clear that negative impacts from a wider road (increased costs, 
habitat loss, aesthetic impacts, etc.) are worth the convenience. 

2 
The Airport Parkway / Lester Road Widening EA is a separate study proceeding concurrently with this study. These 
comments have been forwarded to the project team. 

21.2 The lack of a Confederation Line station at Confederation Square is a colossal error in judgment. 1 Comment noted. This issue is beyond the scope of the current study. 

21.3 
The Beechwood/Vanier area has been forgotten in the City’s rapid transit network plans. For residents 
to use the network, frequent and fast all-day service is needed in and out of the area (e.g. light rail on 
Rideau/Beechwood). 

1 Comment noted. This issue is beyond the scope of the current study. 

21.4 There is a high degree of skepticism that these consultation events pay attention to citizen concerns. 1 Comment noted. This issue is beyond the scope of the current study. 
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The following table summarizes comments received from technical reviewers and how they were addressed following the circulation of the draft Environmental Project Report in September 2015. Where revisions were required, subsequent correspondence between 

the study team and reviewers confirmed their acceptance of the proposed changes. 

DEPARTMENT / 
AGENCY COMMENT RESPONSE  

MOECC 
Special Project 
Officer 
EA Project 
Coordination Section 

As per section 7(3) of O. Reg. 231/08 please provide information to the MOECC to confirm: 
1. That the Notice of Commencement was distributed to: every land owner within 30 m 

of the site; every Aboriginal community; and any other person. 
2. That the Notice of Commencement was published in a newspaper on two separate 

days. 
 

The Notice of Commencement was distributed on September 24, 2015 as follows:  

 By mail to the list of property owners within 30 m of the corridor, which was compiled from City of Ottawa mapping and PIN numbers; 

 By email to the Aboriginal communities identified by the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, as set out in the Trillium Line GRT list; 

 By email or mail, as specified in the MOECC Government Review Team list, to representatives of government agencies who may have 
an interest in the project, as set out in the Trillium Line GRT list; 

 By email to members of the study consultation groups and the public mailing list maintained and updated throughout the study; and 

 Through the publication of print ads in the EMC and Le Droit on September 24 and October 1, 2015. 
 

 Section 9.(2) 8. of O. Reg. 231/08 indicates that the EPR should include a description of the 
means the proponent proposes to use to monitor or verify the effectiveness of the mitigation 
measures. As such, consideration should be given to providing this description under Section 
8.0 Detailed Assessment of Recommended Plan of the EPR. 
 

Section 8.0 of the EPR (Detailed Assessment of the Recommended Plan) has been revised to include the text in italics: “Monitoring programs 
are identified, as applicable, to ensure the recommended mitigation measures are implemented and function as planned. Monitoring programs 
will be expanded and refined in detailed design, and the effectiveness of onsite mitigation will be ensured by the City’s Contract Administrator 
and environmental inspectors during construction.” 
 
Section 10.0 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work) identifies where mitigation and monitoring plans are to be confirmed and refined in 
future stages of the project in consultation with technical agencies. 
 

 The City is encouraged to include information in the EPR about potential cumulative effects of 
the project in combination with past, present and reasonably foreseeable future activities, 
where applicable. 
 

Comment noted. A full assessment of cumulative effects is within the scope of the future federal EA. Accordingly, Section 8.0 of the EPR has 
been modified to include the following text: “Potential cumulative effects of the project in combination with past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable future activities will be evaluated and documented as part of the federal environmental assessment required under CEAA 2012 
during future stages of the project.” 
 

 The City should give consideration to the effects of climate change as part of its assessment 
for the proposed project and what can be done to lessen any potential risks. This may include: 

 Considering any effects on the study area / local environment that would reduce the 
natural environment’s ability to remove carbon from the atmosphere; 

 Considering the consequences that a changing climate could have for the project and 
its proposed facilities (e.g. stormwater management works) and its environmental 
effects, both in the present and in the future. 

 

Section 8.1.2.1 of the EPR (Vegetation and Wildlife Habitat) has been revised to specifically note the following impact associated with climate 
change: “Potential for reduced carbon storage capacity due to vegetation removal, impacting the ecosystem’s capacity to mitigate and respond 
to climate change.” Mitigation measures for vegetation loss are noted in the same section. 
 
Section 8.1.2.3 (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat) has been revised to include the text in italics: “Effects [of runoff] can be addressed with 
appropriate storm water management measures, whose design should account wherever possible for any additional changes in surface water 
patterns associated with climate change.” 
 
Section 8.2.3 (Environmental Sustainability) has been revised to include the following text: “The current project is a component of the City’s 
Stage 2 Light Rail project, which is projected to result in 67 million litres of savings in fuel consumption and reduce GHG emissions by 155,500 
tonnes and CACs by 4,363 tonnes by 2048. The Trillium Line extension will contribute to these overall savings. In turn, these savings may help 
mitigate the effects of climate change, providing environmental benefits such as improved air quality and fewer extreme weather events.” 
 

 As part of a description of the local environmental conditions for the study area, the City 
should include details regarding whether the project site is located within a source protection 
area, and should review the applicable local source protection plan. 
There may be instances at the Environmental Compliance Approval submission stage in which 
a “prohibit” or “risk management” approach is applied by the MOECC to protect drinking 
water sources from an identified significant threat. It is important that the City give 
consideration to this during this planning stage. 
 

Section 5.8 of the EPR (Drainage and Stormwater Management) has been revised to include the following text: “According to the Mississippi-
Rideau Source Protection Plan, the existing Trillium Line corridor between Carling Avenue and Bayview Station, including the area proposed for 
Gladstone Station, lies within an Intake Protection Zone. These zones are associated with specific policies regarding the design and 
implementation of SWM facilities.” 
 
Section 8.1.2.3 (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat) has been revised to include the text in italics: “Where appropriate, stormwater management 
and other mitigation measures should be designed by a qualified individual and be specific for the location, expected contaminants and nature 
of the receiving surface water feature, with consideration for any applicable source water protection plans.” 
 
Section 11.2 of the EPR (Provincial Approval Requirements) states that Environmental Compliance Approvals as per the Environmental 
Protection Act are anticipated to be required for project construction. 
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MOECC 
Air Quality Analyst 
Technical Support 
Section, Eastern 
Region 

The report adequately assesses impacts for the contaminants listed, however, transportation 
assessments typically include other criteria contaminants, such as: 

 SO2 

 Benzene 

 1-3 butadiene 

 Formaldehyde 

 Acetaldehyde 

 Acrolein 
To fully assess the impacts of a diesel fired light rail system, I recommend that the additional 
contaminants referenced above also be assessed and reported as cumulative concentrations 
for both current and future conditions. 
 

During a teleconference with MOECC January 7, 2016, the Study Team indicated that reliable information concerning these additional 
contaminants was not provided by the train manufacturer and cannot be extracted from available models, but that the new trains currently in 
use on the Trillium Line are believed to exceed all emissions standards. The MOECC reviewer confirmed that it would be acceptable to include 
text to this effect in the final report and EPR. 
 
Section 4.1 of the report (Air Quality Methodology) was revised to include the following text: “Other criteria air contaminants such as Sulphur 
Dioxide (SO2), Benzene, 1-3 butadine, Formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde, and Acroliein are also produced by diesel engines. These, however, are 
not regulated under the European Union Standard 97/68/ EG. Estimates of these emissions were investigated using the EPA’s Motor Vehicle 
Emission Simulator (MOVES), which incorporates the NONROAD2008 emission inventory model. A comparison of the emission factors for CO, 
NOx HC and PM derived from MOVES were found to be three to four times higher than emission factors allowable by the EU regulation 
standards. This is contributed to the fact that the MOVES model considers older vehicles which began operation prior to the standards coming 
into effect. Since the current locomotive O-Train fleet is already in compliance with the EU Regulation Stage 3b standards, and the MOVES 
results for CO, NOx, HC, and PM were considerably higher than the Stage 3b standards, it is not reasonable to use the emission factors from 
MOVES for SO2, Benzene, 1-3 butadine, Formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde, or Acroliein. As there is no other realistic way to determine the 
emissions of these contaminants, they have been excluded from our assessment. In our experience on other projects, the governing 
contaminants for products of combustion tend to be NOx and PM.” 
 

 All impacts should be reported as cumulative concentrations, including background 
concentrations for all contaminants assessed. In addition, all background concentrations 
should clearly report the timeframe over which they were calculated and the location data 
was obtained from. 

During a teleconference with MOECC January 7, 2016, the Study Team indicated that reliable information concerning future background 
concentrations of various contaminants is not available, as overall emissions are expected to drop over time. Background concentrations based 
on 2015 levels would therefore be a very conservative estimate. The MOECC reviewer indicated that it would be acceptable to include text in 
the final report and EPR explaining this assumption and indicating why background concentrations were not specifically provided. 
 
Section 4.1 of the report (Air Quality Methodology) was revised to include the following text: “Background concentrations have not been 
accounted for in the CAL3QHCR results, due to the uncertainty of predicting future background levels. Although over the last 10 years many 
contaminants have decreased, it is unknown how well these trends will continue in the future. Results are intended to show the relative 
comparison between future impacts of air quality due to the O-Train extension undertaking and existing conditions. All results based on one-
hour concentrations have been converted to appropriate averaging periods where applicable. For reference, the current ambient 
concentration levels for the noted pollutants are available from the MOECC permanent monitoring station at 960 Carling Avenue in Ottawa, 
Ontario. These values represent conservative estimates of the 90th percentile ambient levels existing in the study area. The 90th percentile for 
each major vehicle emission is included in Table 3. This data indicates that, for 90% of the time, the actual background concentrations will fall 
below the levels stated in Table 3.” 
 
Section 5.1 of the report (Air Quality Impacts) was revised to include the following text: “As stated previously, background concentrations have 
been excluded from the results given the complexity of trying to predict future background concentrations. For completeness, the last two 
rows in Table 7 indicate model levels with existing 90% background concentrations, assuming these levels are constant into the future. This is 
considered to be a conservative approach.” Table 7 was revised to include the model levels as indicated. 
 

 For completeness, I recommend that emission factors and the method with which they were 
estimated be included to support the AQAR. 

During a teleconference with MOECC January 7, 2016, the Study Team indicated that emission factors were derived from information provided 
by the manufacturer, and detailed calculations were omitted from the report to save space. The MOECC reviewer indicated that it would be 
appropriate to include text to this effect in the final report and EPR, and to indicate that the manufacturer data and related calculations are 
available upon request. 
 
Section 4.1 of the report (Air Quality Methodology) was revised to include the following text: “The emission standards in g/kWh were 
converted to the modelling inputs of grams per vehicle mile (g/veh-mi) and grams per vehicle hour (g/veh-hr) considering a full load engine 
rating of 390 kW, and an idle load engine rating of 39 kW and an operation speed of the trains of 43.5 miles per hour (70 km/h). Table 2 
summarizes the emission factors used in this assessment.” 
 
A column was added to Table 2 providing the Stage 3b and Stage 5 EU Regulation emission factors in g/kWh. 
 

 The receptor grid utilized in the CAL3QHCR dispersion model should also be included. 
 

As agreed during a teleconference with MOECC January 7, 2016, a figure showing the receptor grid was added to the final report as Figure 13. 
 

MOECC I would not anticipate significant water quantity interference problems related to these Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Construction mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
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Hydrogeologist 
Water Resources 
Unit, Technical 
Support Section, 
Eastern Region 

temporary water takings [identified in the EPR]. The Environmental Site Assessment reports 
confirm that contaminated soils and some contaminated groundwater may be encountered 
during construction. Discharge water will have to be managed in an appropriate manner. 
 

measure: “Groundwater and surface water from an area which is known to be and/or is suspected to be contaminated should be tested to 
ensure that it is safe for discharge to storm sewer systems or natural surface water features.” 

MOECC 
Surface Water 
Scientist 
Technical Support 
Section, Eastern 
Region 
 

The report identifies areas of known or potential soil and/or groundwater contamination. 
Groundwater and surface water from an area which is known to be and/or is suspected to be 
contaminated, should be suitably tested to ensure that it is safe for discharge to either the 
storm sewer system or natural surface water feature. 
 

Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Construction mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
measure: “Groundwater and surface water from an area which is known to be and/or is suspected to be contaminated should be tested to 
ensure that it is safe for discharge to storm sewer systems or natural surface water features.” 

 A warm water construction-timing window has been proposed for in-water works. The 
appropriateness of this timing window should be confirmed with the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans and/or the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. 
 

Comment noted. The proposed timing window will be reviewed and confirmed with DFO and MNRF following supplementary field studies at 
later stages of the project. 

 The information provided [regarding the SWM plan] does not indicate what level of treatment 
is proposed to be provided. Given the sensitivity of the cool water receiver, I recommend that 
an enhanced level of treatment be provided. Stormwater, erosion and sediment controls 
should maintain the existing flow regime and surface water quality (including temperature) 
within the receiving surface water features. Stormwater management controls should be 
designed to ensure that an enhanced level of treatment (suspended sediment removal) is 
provided. Wherever possible, stream realignments and crossings should be designed to 
improve stream water quality and enhance aquatic habitat. 
 

Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Operational mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
measures:  

 “Stormwater, erosion and sediment controls should maintain the existing flow regime and surface water quality (including 
temperature) within the receiving surface water features. Stormwater management controls should be designed to ensure that an 
enhanced level of treatment (suspended sediment removal) is provided. 

 Wherever possible, stream realignments and crossings should be designed to improve stream water quality and enhance aquatic 
habitat.” 

 Siltation and erosion control, stormwater management and other mitigation measures should 
be designed by a qualified individual and be specific for the location, expected contaminants 
and nature of the receiving surface water feature. 

Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Construction mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
measure: “Siltation and erosion control should be designed by a qualified individual and be specific for the location, expected contaminants 
and nature of the receiving surface water feature.” 
 
Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Operational mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
measure: “Where appropriate, stormwater management and other mitigation measures should be designed by a qualified individual and be 
specific for the location, expected contaminants and nature of the receiving surface water feature.” 
 

MOECC 
Senior Wastewater 
Engineer 
Environmental 
Approvals Branch 

Overall, the proposed works are minor in nature and not likely to result in impact on existing 
surface water or groundwater sources. However, the City should be reminded to seek 
necessary approvals for the proposed stormwater management works under the Ontario 
Water Resources Act and Environmental Protection Act, as applicable. 
 

Comment noted. Section 11.2 of the EPR (Provincial Approval Requirements) states that Permits to Take Water as per the Ontario Water 
Resource Act and Environmental Compliance Approvals as per the Environmental Protection Act are anticipated to be required for project 
construction. 

MOECC 
Senior Noise 
Engineer 
Environmental 
Approvals Branch, 
Eastern Region 
 

I concur with the assessment and findings of the noise and vibration portions of the report. Comment noted. No action required. 

MNRF 
District Planner 
Kemptville District 

Authorization under the Endangered Species Act will be required to remove endangered or 
threatened species’ habitat and where there is potential to harm and harass Ontario species at 
risk. … Once complete studies for species at risk have been conducted, an Information 
Gathering Form should be submitted to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. The 
purpose of this form is to gather the information that proponents need to submit to the 
Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) to inform the Ministry's determination of whether or not 
a proposed activity is likely to contravene subsection 9(1) or 10(1) of the ESA and whether it is 

Comment noted. Section 11.2 of the EPR (Provincial Approval Requirements) states that permits or registration of works under Section 17(2)c) 
of the Endangered Species Act are anticipated to be required for project construction. The appropriate procedure for obtaining these permits 
will be followed at future stages of the project. 
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advisable for the proponent to apply for an overall benefit permit under section 17 of the ESA 
prior to proceeding with the activity. 
 

 Please contact the MNRF Kemptville if more information on appropriate survey design (survey 
protocol and effort) is required for any species at risk. 

Comment noted. Section 10.1.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) states that the field program for follow-up 
studies is to be refined and confirmed in consultation with MNRF and other appropriate agencies. 
 

 Targeted surveys for this nocturnal species [Whip-poor-will] should be conducted where 
appropriate, as Whip-poor-will would not be observed in regular breeding bird surveys. This 
species should be targeted in further studies to accompany the detail design. 
 

Whip-poor Will was addressed in the SAR Screening Table (Appendix E of the Natural Environment Report) and determined to have low 
potential to occur based on the presence of only marginally suitable habitat.  A teleconference with MNRF on December 21, 2015 determined 
that the MNRF disagrees with this assessment and that Whip-poor Will surveys will be required during future stages of the project.  
Appropriate revisions to the NER and EPR have been made to reflect this change. 
 

 Targeted surveys for Eastern Meadowlark (threatened) and Bobolink (threatened) must be 
conducted to confirm or rule out presence, quantify habitat and determine numbers across 
the project area. 

Comment noted.  Section 10.1.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) includes the following element in the 
preliminary field program for follow-up studies, to be confirmed in consultation with MNRF at future stages of the project: “Assessment of bird 
species presence in meadow habitat to be affected by Bowesville Station and Park and Ride and Airport Link.” 
 

 There should be no work in or dewatering of wetlands or other potential turtle hibernation 
sites between October 16 and March 15. 

Section 8.1.2.2 of the EPR (Terrestrial Species of Conservation Concern - Construction mitigation) has been revised to include the following 
mitigation measure, which reflects the recommendations of MMM Group’s wildlife ecologists and is more restrictive than requested by MNRF: 
“No in-water works or lowering / alteration of water levels or Beaver dam removals should take place in SAR turtle habitat during the turtle 
hibernation period (September 1- April 30).” 
 

 In the detail design, bats should be surveyed for as well as their significant habitat (hibernation 
and maternal roosting colonies). 

Section 8.1.2.2 of the EPR (Terrestrial Species of Conservation Concern - Construction mitigation) has been revised to note that follow-up SAR 
surveys should be undertaken for all species confirmed or potentially to occurring in the study area, including Little Brown Bat, Northern Long-
eared Bat, and Eastern Small-footed Myotis. 
 
Section 10.1.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) has been revised to include the text in italics: “Assessment of 
species presence for bat SAR including Little Brown Bat, Northern Long-eared Bat and Eastern Small-footed Myotis, as well as for significant bat 
habitat (hibernation and maternal roosting colonies).” 
 

 The MNRF information request letter also identified Pale Bellied Frost Lichen (endangered) as 
having a potential presence in the study area. The species was not mentioned in the Natural 
Environment Report, but its presence should be addressed through habitat assessment and/or 
targeted searches. 
 

Pale-bellied Frost Lichen was addressed in the SAR Screening Table (Appendix E of the Natural Environment Report) and determined to have 
very low potential to occur in the study area.  This assessment was based on review of the Recovery Strategy for the Pale-bellied Frost Lichen 
(Physconia subpallida) in Canada [proposed], which indicated that the populations in Ottawa are considered extirpated (Environment Canada 
2015).  Furthermore, the geographic area within which the habitat regulation applies does not include the Ottawa area (Environment Canada 
2015).  Therefore, although potential habitat may persist in the study area, it is extremely unlikely that this lichen species is present.   
  

 A Butternut Health Assessor should be contacted to locate and assess all Butternut trees a 
distance of 100 metres from the expected zone of impact. Current direction for butternut has 
increased habitat from 25 to 50 metres to account for the seed dispersal zone. Please update 
relevant sections in the study which reference 25 metres. 
 

During a December 22, 2015 teleconference with MNRF, MMM sought input regarding the new guidance for a 50 m protection zone and 100 m 
assessment zone and the rationale to support this.  Current guidance in the Butternut Recovery Strategy (2013) recommends 25 m as the 
recommended habitat regulation zone, supported by a literature review. 
 
Subsequent to the teleconference, MNRF provided the following additional guidance regarding Butternut habitat, which has been reflected in 
the EPR: “The MNRF considers general habitat of Butternut to include suitable areas within a 50 metre radius centred on the trunk or stem of 
each Butternut tree in Ontario. This area is intended to protect the critical root zone of individual trees, immediate habitat conditions 
surrounding the tree that support the growth and persistence of the tree over its lifetime, and the surrounding habitat conditions and the core 
seedling establishment areas up to 50 metres from a parent tree. Category 1 habitat has the lowest tolerance to alteration and is considered an 
individual Butternut tree and suitable areas within a 25 metre radius around the tree. Category 2 habitat has a moderate tolerance to 
alteration and is considered the suitable areas between 25 metres to 50 metres from a tree.” 
  

 The Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario reassessed Flooded Jellyskin and it 
has been removed from the Species at Risk in Ontario list, and may thus be removed from the 
species at risk portions of the study and reports. 
 

Comment noted. All references to Flooded Jellyskin have been removed from both the Natural Environment Report and the EPR. 

 Significant wildlife habitat surveys should be undertaken in keeping with the Significant 
Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide by the Ministry of Natural Resources, 2000.  

In a teleconference with MNRF December 22, 2015, it was confirmed that these surveys can be completed during the detail design stage of the 
project. Section 10.1.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) has been revised to include the following element of 
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the field program for follow-up studies, to be confirmed in consultation with MNRF at future stages of the project: “Assessment of Significant 
Wildlife Habitat in keeping with the Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (MNR 2000) and guidance within the Significant Wildlife Habitat 
Criteria Schedules for Ecoregion 6E (MNRF 2015);.” 
 

 Unevaluated wetlands should be evaluated as per the Ontario Wetland Evaluation System 
(OWES), and wetland complexing considered where a wetland meets the criteria under OWES. 

In a teleconference with MNRF December 22, 2015, it was confirmed that these evaluations can be completed during the detail design stage of 
the project. Section 10.1.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) has been revised to include the following 
element of the field program for follow-up studies, to be confirmed in consultation with MNRF at future stages of the project:  “Evaluation of 
unevaluated wetlands as per the Ontario Wetland Evaluation System (OWES), with wetland complexing considered where a wetland meets the 
OWES criteria.” 
 

RVCA 
Director of Planning 

Although approvals for projects on federal lands are not required under Section 28 of the 
Conservation Authorities Act, Federal agencies such as the NCC and the OMCIAA typically 
require proponents to obtain the required permits in keeping with the spirit and intent of the 
legislation. The City of Ottawa is not exempt from Section 28 regulations and therefore must 
obtain the required permits if the lands are transferred to the City prior to project 
commencement. 
 

Comment noted. Section 10.5.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) states that approval for Development, 
Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses as per Ontario Regulation 174/06, as well as any other permissions 
required under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act, are anticipated to be required for project construction. 

 Although we have no objection to the functional design as documented in this study, the 
detailed design will have to quantify wetland loss and identify opportunities for compensation 
of wetland form and function, at a ratio to be determined at that time, in consultation with 
the NCC and RVCA. This would be in addition to site-specific mitigative measures to reduce 
impact on the wetlands. … Further investigation will be required in support of detailed design 
to ensure that the wetland hydroperiods are not altered by the placement and removal of 
culverts or by alterations of existing ditches and watercourses. 
 

Section 10.5.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) has been revised to include the text in italics: “In addition to 
any site-specific mitigative measures to reduce impacts to wetlands,  consultation with RVCA and SNC to identify best management practices to 
address potential impacts to wetlands in the study area, including quantification of wetland loss and identification of opportunities for 
compensation of wetland form and function, at a ratio to be determined at that time. Such practices should ensure that the wetland 
hydroperiods are not altered by the placement and removal of culverts or by alterations of existing ditches and watercourses.” 
 

 The report does not address water quality control for discharges to existing stormsewers. 
Although opportunities for quality control may be limited in such areas, reasonable efforts 
should be made to implement lot level and conveyance controls for water quality, including 
low impact development techniques, wherever feasible. 
 

Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Operational mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
measure: “Low-impact development techniques for stormwater quality control, including lot-level and conveyance controls, should be 
employed wherever feasible.” 

SNC 
Watershed Planner 

Ontario Regulation 170/06 should be referenced in Section 11.2 of the study, and Table 2 
(Leitrim Road Grade Separation), Section 6.1.2 and Section 8.0 (Designated Natural Areas, 
Vegetation and Wildlife Habitat) of Appendix G. 

Section 11.2 of the EPR has been revised to include the text in italics: “Approval for Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations 
to Shorelines and Watercourses as per Ontario Regulations 174/06 and 170/06, as well as any other permissions required under Section 28 of 
the Conservation Authorities Act.” 
 

 A review under the CA Act Regulations may be done on a voluntary basis if NCC wishes to go 
through the process. Note that the City of Ottawa is not exempt from Section 28 regulation 
and therefore must obtain required permits. 

Comment noted. Section 10.5.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) states that approval for Development, 
Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses as per Ontario Regulation 170/06, as well as any other permissions 
required under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act, are anticipated to be required for project construction. 
 

 SNC encourages the use of Low Impact Development techniques whenever possible to help 
water quality and water quantity control. 

Section 8.1.2.3 of the EPR (Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat - Operational mitigation) has been revised to include the following mitigation 
measure: “Low-impact development techniques for stormwater quality control, including lot-level and conveyance controls, should be 
employed wherever feasible.” 
 

 SNC has no objection with the recommended plan as documented in the submitted report; 
however, our main interest will be the proposal’s potential impacts on the above wetlands 
and their adjacent lands. Therefore, consultation with the Conservation Authorities and NCC 
should take place to identify best management practices addressing potential impacts on the 
wetlands and their adjacent lands and develop a detailed mitigation strategy which could 
include but would not be limited to wetland compensation opportunities. 
 

Section 10.5.5 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Terrestrial Ecosystems) has been revised to include the text in italics: “In addition to 
any site-specific mitigative measures to reduce impacts to wetlands,  consultation with RVCA and SNC to identify best management practices to 
address potential impacts to wetlands in the study area, including quantification of wetland loss and identification of opportunities for 
compensation of wetland form and function, at a ratio to be determined at that time.” 

MTCS 
Heritage Planner 

We have reviewed the above-noted report (by MMM Group, dated September 2015) and find 
that it does not include a discussion regarding impacts to built heritage resources and cultural 
heritage landscapes (via a heritage impact assessment – HIA). Please advise whether an HIA 

Response provided via e-mail on 10 November 2015 describing why a HIA was not considered to be necessary for this project. 
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has been undertaken, with its absence from the report being a simple oversight. If the HIA is 
completed, we would appreciate receiving a copy for review and comment. If not, please 
provide a response that outlines the steps leading to the conclusion that a heritage impact 
assessment was not necessary. 
 

ECCC 
Environmental 
Assessment Officer 
Environmental 
Protection 
Operations - Ontario 

Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) would have an interest in the proposed 
project and would be able to provide information and advice in relation to our mandate 
should the project be subject to a review under section 67 of the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act, 2012. ... Further, ECCC may have a regulatory role should any project 
activities affect species at risk on federal lands and, as such, will review the project 
information to determine whether a SARA permit may be required. 
 

The review under section 67 of the Act (CEAA 2012), as well as any associated involvement by ECCC, will be undertaken by others at future 
stages of the project and is beyond the scope of the current assessment. It has been included in the EPR as a commitment to future work at the 
appropriate time. 

CEAA 
Director, Ontario 
Region 

Based on the information provided, it is unclear whether your proposed project is described in 
the Regulations [Designating Physical Activities]. Kindly review the Regulations to confirm 
applicability to the proposed project. 
According to sections 25 (a) (b) and (d) a railway line that requires a total of 32 km or more of 
new right of way; a railway yard with seven or more yard of tracks 
or a total track length of 20 km or more; and/or a railway line designed for trains that have an 
average speed of 200 km/h or more may require a Federal Environmental Assessment. 
 

Response provided via email on 19 November 2015: 
“Our review of the Regulations Designating Physical Activities has determined that this project is not a designated project as per Section 25 of 
the Regulations. We have made this determination based on the following information: 

 Approximately 13 km of new track is required to implement the project, 7 km of which will be on an existing right-of way.  

 The proposed expanded railway yard will comprise 6 yard tracks with a total track length of less than 2 km.  

 The railway line is being designed for maximum operating speeds of 80 to 100 km/h. “ 
 

 If you believe the project is not subject to a federal environmental assessment, and do not 
submit a project description, we kindly request that you remove the Agency from your 
distribution list. 

Response provided via email on 19 November 2015: 
“The project would therefore not be considered a designated project under CEAA 2012, and a federal environmental assessment is not 
required. As requested in your letter of October 7, we will remove CEAA from our distribution list.” 
 

Hydro One 
Secondary Land Use 
Transmission Asset 
Management 

“In our initial review, we have confirmed that Hydro One has high voltage transmission 
facilities within your study area.   At this point in time we do not have enough information 
about your project to provide you with meaningful input with respect to the impacts that your 
project may have on our infrastructure.   As such, this response does not constitute any sort of 
approval for your plans and is being sent to you as a courtesy to inform you that we must be 
consulted on your project.” 
 
Additional information provided regarding planning and consultation requirements. 
 

Comment noted. Section 10.1.1 of the EPR (Commitments to Future Work – Land Use and Property Requirements) states that incorporation of 
Hydro One design and phasing requirements, including maintaining all required line clearances and facility access, maintaining the integrity of 
any structure foundations, considering planned future lines and existing secondary land uses that may lie within existing rights of way, and 
submitting detailed plans to Hydro One’s Real Estate Management branch, will be required at detail design. 

MNDM 
Environmental 
Assessment 
Coordinator 

MNDM has no concerns with respect to mining lands or abandoned mine hazards. 
 
Given that there are no conflicts identified with the proposed project and geology or mineral 
resource potential, MNDM has no concerns. 
 

Comment noted. No action required. 

Infrastructure 
Ontario 
 Environmental 
Advisor, 
Environmental 
Management 

Your proposal may impact IO managed properties and/or the activities of tenants present on 
IO-managed properties. In order to determine if IO property is within your study area, IO 
requires that the proponent of the project conduct a title search by reviewing parcel 
register(s) for adjoining lands, to determine the extent of ownership by MEDEI or its 
predecessor. … Please contact IO if any ownership of provincial government lands are known 
to occur within your study area and are proposed to be impacted. 
 

A review of adjacent landowners for this project confirmed that no IO-managed land will be impacted. No need to contact IO was therefore 
identified. 

 Please remove IO from your circulation list, with respect to this project, if MEDEI owned lands 
are not anticipated to be impacted. 
 

IO contact removed from circulation list 6 October 2015. 

Ottawa Macdonald-
Cartier International 
Airport Authority 

Section 4.1.2 – Official Plan Designations: While the previous OP stated in policy 3 under 
section 3.10.1 that uses are consistent with the Greenbelt master Plan, OPA 150 removed 
reference to the Greenbelt Master Plan for this designation. Since the 2013 Greenbelt Master 
Plan, this area is no longer considered Greenbelt. 

The reference to Greenbelt policies was removed from the description the Macdonald-Cartier International Airport designation in Section 
4.1.2. 
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 The second paragraph of 5.9.5.3 was amended to clarify that six additional field surveys 

undertaken did not observe the Blanding’s Turtle within the Lester Wetland; however, two 
sections later in the study do not appear to reflect the note that extensive surveys have 
demonstrated that there has never been a field observation of Blanding’s Turtles. 
 
Section 8.1.2.2 states ‘Blanding’s Turtle (pending further confirmation of presence…)’, 
although there has yet to be any confirmation of presence. This should be reworded to state 
‘pending any confirmation’ or similar since ‘further’ denotes an existing confirmation. We also 
object to the notion that ‘mitigation measures have been developed assuming that both 
species are present’. It should be clearly stated here and on page 88 containing the proposed 
mitigation measures that only the Snapping Turtles have ever been confirmed on the site and 
that there has never been a field observation of Blanding’s Turtles. For other species not 
observed, they are follow by (potential to occur in the study area) – is there a reason these are 
treated differently from the Blanding’s Turtle in section 8.1.2.2? 
 

The evidence for the presence of Blanding’s Turtle is an ongoing discussion between the OMCIAA, the City of Ottawa and MNRF. As this issue 
cannot be resolved within the scope of the current study, no further changes were made to the current EPR. 

 The technical analysis in Appendix K appears to be correct; however, there are issues in the 
background section. In particular, there is significantly more background to both the AZR and 
south-parallel runway than just the 2008 Airport Master Plan. The Parallel Runway Study was 
completed in March of 1993, and a draft of the AZR was produced in February 1996 showing 
the approximate runway configuration as approved. The 2008 Airport Master Plan did not 
have bearing on the AZR, as the draft was complete and going through consultation and 
approval phases before and during the Master Plan production. 

The background section of Appendix K was revised to more accurately reflect the process underpinning the current AZR and runway protection. 
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Trillium Line Extension Planning and EA Study –  
Information Bulletin 

The Project 

In 2014, the City of Ottawa initiated a Planning and Environmental Assessment (EA) Study to develop 
a Recommended Plan for the extension of the diesel-powered Trillium Line (formerly O-Train) from its 
current terminus at Greenboro Station south to Riverside South (Bowesville Road) and to the Ottawa 
Macdonald-Cartier International Airport.  

The plan includes options to service the growing communities of Riverside South and Leitrim, the 
Airport and adjacent lands, as well as new stations at Gladstone Avenue and Walkley Road on the 
existing O-Train line. The plan also allows for future conversion of the Trillium Line to electric light rail 
transit (LRT) technology.  

The study consists of two parts. Part A includes the main line extension to Riverside South 
(Bowesville Road), including new stations at Gladstone and Walkley, and Part B includes a branch 
line to the Ottawa Macdonald-Cartier International Airport. Note that Part A of the study has been 
identified by Ottawa City Council as a component of the Stage 2 LRT plan, to be implemented in the 
near term.  

The study area includes: the existing Trillium Line corridor between Bayview and Greenboro Stations; 
the current Walkley Yard maintenance and storage facility; the proposed southern extension from 
Greenboro Station to Riverside South (Bowesville Road); and the proposed branch line to the Airport, 
as shown in Figure 1. 

The planning phase of the study concluded with City Council approval of the Recommended Plan on 
8 July 2015. The approvals phase of the project was initiated by a Notice of Commencement issued 
by the City on 17 September 2015.  The objective of this phase is to obtain provincial approval for the 
Recommended Plan through the Transit Project Assessment Process (TPAP) (O. Reg. 231/08).  
Details on the TPAP are available on the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) 
website at http://www.ontario.ca/document/guide-environmental-assessment-requirements-transit-
projects.  

 

 

http://www.ontario.ca/document/guide-environmental-assessment-requirements-transit-projects
http://www.ontario.ca/document/guide-environmental-assessment-requirements-transit-projects
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Figure 1: Trillium Line Extension Study Area 
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The Recommended Plan 

The Recommended Plan consists of a number of components, including:  

 An 8-km extension of the existing single-track diesel-powered Trillium Line from Greenboro 
Station to Bowesville Road; 

 A 3-km branch line connecting to the Ottawa Macdonald-Cartier International Airport: 

 New or relocated stations at Gladstone, Confederation and Walkley on the existing line;  

 New stations at South Keys, Leitrim and Bowesville along the main-line extension;  

 New stations at Uplands Drive and the Airport Terminal along the Airport Rail Link; 

 A new Park and Ride facility at Bowesville Road and expansion of the existing Leitrim Park 
and Ride;  

 Grade-separated rail crossings at Lester Road, Leitrim Road, the Airport Parkway, and 
Uplands Drive; 

 An ecological crossing within the Greenbelt south of Leitrim Station; 

 An expanded Walkley Yard maintenance and storage facility; 

 New passing tracks to provide 10-minute service along the main line and 6-8-minute service 
along the Airport Rail Link; and 

 New multi-use pathway segments and grade-separated crossings to provide a continuous 
facility along the length of the extension. 

Project information, including the results of consultation completed to date, are located on the City’s 
website: www.ottawa.ca/trilliumline.   

The staff report to Council is available at the following link:  

http://app05.ottawa.ca/sirepub/agdocs.aspx?doctype=agenda&itemid=333028  

During the planning phase of this project, a number of technical studies were undertaken to assist 
with the evaluation of design alternatives, identify anticipated environmental impacts, and determine 
required mitigation measures. These included: 

 Air quality, noise and vibration; 

 Archaeology; 

 Drainage and stormwater management; 

 Geotechnical and hydrogeological (including environmental contamination);  

 Natural Environment (including terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and Species at Risk); 

 Traffic and transit. 

Anticipated environmental impacts and proposed mitigation measures were presented at the Public 
Open Houses on January 13 and 15, 2015. Copies of the display material are available on the City’s 
website at http://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/public-consultations/transit/open-house-january-13-and-15-
2015. Impacts, mitigation measures and monitoring requirements will be detailed in the EA 
documentation and confirmed/refined in future design phases of the project. 

  

http://www.ottawa.ca/trilliumline
http://app05.ottawa.ca/sirepub/agdocs.aspx?doctype=agenda&itemid=333028
http://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/public-consultations/transit/open-house-january-13-and-15-2015
http://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/public-consultations/transit/open-house-january-13-and-15-2015
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How to Get Involved 

While comprehensive consultation efforts have already taken place since the study’s initiation in 
2014, and City Council has approved the Recommended Plan, the TPAP process allows for an 
additional period of review of all work completed to date. Interested persons are encouraged to 
review the project materials to-date and contact staff directly with comments or questions. The 
deadline for feedback is 31 October 2015. 

In early 2016, the City will release the Environmental Project Report (EPR) for a final 30-day public 
review. A Notice of Completion will be advertised to mark this milestone. 

Please contact Frank McKinney to have your name added to the study mailing list and/or to submit 
comments and questions: 

Frank R. McKinney, P.Eng. 
Program Manager, Transportation Planning – Environmental Assessments Unit 
City of Ottawa 
110 Laurier Avenue West, 4th Floor 
Ottawa ON K1P 1J1 
Tel: 613-580-2424 ext. 28540 
Fax: 613-580-2578 
E-mail: Frank.McKinney@ottawa.ca 

mailto:Frank.McKinney@ottawa.ca
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